
6

 

 

 

 

Work descriptions 

Vehicle data label 

Attach data label in Service Plan (for customer) 

- Attach upper of two data carriers - arrow - . 1 - Planning 
week 2 - PR-number 

Attach service sticker 

Attach sticker "Your first service" (during 
delivery inspection): 

Attach sticker "Your next service events"  01-6, Attach 
sticker Your next service event : 

Service sticker "Your first service" 

- Attach sticker on driver's-side door beam (B-pillar); sticker 
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is found as an instruction contained in very front of owner 
information packet. Cross out instruction after attaching 
sticker! 

Attach sticker "Your next service event" : 

Sticker "Your next service events" 

- Service sticker - arrow - "Your next service events" : Mark 
Oil change service or Inspection service (whichever is due 
next) with a cross and enter date / kilometer reading; if 
necessary, also mark with a cross additional work to be 
performed (e.g. replace toothed belt) and brake fluid service 
and enter date / kilometer reading. Attach sticker on driver's 
side door beam - B - pillar) 

Driver's and front passenger airbags, visual 
check of airbag units 

Driver's side airbag: 
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- Perform a visual check of padded plate - 1 - for external 
damage. 

Caution!  

 Steering wheel padded plate surface must not 
have stickers attached or be covered or be 
otherwise modified. This ensures that the future 
function of the airbag is guaranteed. Ensure the 
customer is aware of these instructions.  

 
 Steering wheel padded plate must only be cleaned 

with a dry cloth or a cloth moistened with water.  
 

Front passenger airbag: 

- Perform a visual check of surface of instrument cluster - 2
- for external damage. 

Caution!  

 Complete padded surface of the front passenger's 
airbag module must not have stickers attached or 
be covered or be otherwise modified. This 
ensures that the future function of the airbag is 
guaranteed. Ensure the customer is aware of 
these instructions  

 
 Padded surface of the airbag module must only be 

cleaned with a dry or moistened with water cloth.  
 

On Board Diagnostic (OBD), check DTC 
memory of all systems 

Note: 

 If malfunctions are stored, respective DTC memory 
must not be erased.  
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 Reason:  
 

 If subsequent malfunction search (repair measure) is 
performed using vehicle diagnosis, test and 
information system VAS 5051/ via function "Guided 
Fault Finding" , device reads out DTC memories 
again. VAS 5051 VAS 5051/ can create a test plan for 
"Guided Fault Finding" only if malfunctions are still 
stored in DTC memory.  

 

DTC memory can be checked in two different ways:

 Using Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/  01-6, Check 
DTC memory of all systems using VAG1551 Scan 
Tool (ST):  

 

or the

 VAS5051 tester VAS 5051/  01-6, Checking DTC 
memory of all systems using Vehicle Diagnosis, 
Testing and Information System VAS 5051: .  

 

Check DTC memory of all systems using 
VAG1551 Scan Tool (ST): 

Connect VAG1551 Scan Tool (ST) 

12.95  vehicles  01-6, 12.95 vehicles

Vehicles 01.96  ,  01-6, Vehicles 01.96

Vehicles 09.98  ,  01-6, Vehicles 09.98

12.95  vehicles 

Special tools and equipment 

 VAG1551 Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/  
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 Diagnostic cable V.A.G 1551/1  
 

- Shift selector lever into position "P" or "N" and engage 
parking brake (automatic transmission). 

- Fold down cover in front of relay carrier.

- Connect tester V.A.G 1551/ with diagnostic wire V.A.G 
1551/1 to diagnostic connections above relay carrier with 
ignition switched off as follows: 

- First connect black connector for voltage supply of Scan 
Tool (ST) to black Data Link Connector (DLC).

Note: 

 Do not connect white connector if there is no 
indication on display! If this occurs, check voltage 
supply for Scan Tool (repair measure).  

 

- Only connect white connector to white Data Link 
Connector (DLC) when display indicates "V.A.G. On Board 
Diagnostic (OBD)" . 

Vehicles 01.96  

Special tools and equipment 
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 VAG1551 Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/  
 

 adapter cable V.A.G 1551/3 A  
 

Connect Scan Tool (ST) with Adapter cable V.A.G 1551/3 A
with ignition switched off as follows: 

- Unclip cover for diagnostic connector at right, next to 
instrument cluster. 

- Connect Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/ to Data Link 
Connector (DLC) with ignition switched off using Adapter 
cable V.A.G 1551/3 A . 

Vehicles 09.98  
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Special tools and equipment 

 VAG1551 Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/  
 

 Adapter cable V.A.G 1551/3 A  
 

Connect Scan Tool (ST) with Adapter cable V.A.G 1551/3 A
with ignition switched off as follows: 

- Open cover for Data Link Connector (DLC, in lower 
steering column trim). 

- Connect Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/ to Data Link 
Connector (DLC) with ignition switched off using Adapter 
cable V.A.G 1551/3 A . 
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Check DTC Memory 

- Start engine and let run at idle (for vehicles with automatic 
transmission, move selector lever to positon "N" and 
engage parking brake. 

- Switch on A/C system.

- Switch printer on via Print button (indicator lamp in button 
lights up). 

- Press button - 1 - to select "Rapid data transfer" operating 
mode. 

- Press button 0 twice to select "Automatic test sequence" , 
address word 00. Press -Q- button to confirm input. 
VAG1551 Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/ sends all known 
address words one after other. 

When a control module responds with its identification, 
display indicates number of stored errors or indicates "no 
malfunction recognized" . 

DTCs stored in system are indicated in sequence and 
printed out. Then VAG1551 Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/ 
sends next address word. 

Automatic test sequence has ended when following 
indication appears on display:

VAG - On Board Diagnostic (OBD) HELP  
1- Rapid data transfer*  

or

VAG - On Board Diagnostic (OBD) HELP  
2- Blink code output*  

* is displayed alternately

- Switch ignition off. 

If malfunctions are stored then a repair measure is required. 
Pass malfunction protocol on for repair.

Note: 

 It may be necessary to maintain Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 
1551/ connected for emissions test.  

 

Checking DTC memory of all systems using 
Vehicle Diagnosis, Testing and Information 
System VAS 5051: 
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Required special tools and equipment 

 VAS5051 tester VAS 5051/  
 

 Adapter for older vehicles VAS 5051/2 (vehicles  
12.95)  

 
 Diagnostic cable, 5m without voltage supply VAS 

5051/3 (vehicles 01.96  )  
 

Connect VAS 5051 tester 

- Engage parking brake.

- Automatic transmission: Shift selector lever into position 
"P" or "N" . 

- Manual transmission: Gear stick in neutral.

Connect VAS5051 tester VAS 5051/ with ignition switched 
off as follows: 

12.95  vehicles 

- Fold down cover in front of relay carrier.

- First connect black connector for voltage supply of adapter 
for older vehicles VAS 5051/2 to black Data Link Connector 
(DLC). 
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- Connect white connector at white diagnostic connection.

Vehicles 01.96  

- Unclip cover for diagnostic connector at right, next to 
instrument cluster. 

- Connect VAS5051 tester VAS 5051/ with ignition switched 
off using diagnostic cable, 5m without voltage supply VAS 
5051/3 . 

Vehicles 08.98  

- Fold open cover for Data Link Connector (DLC) in lower 
trim of steering column.
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- Connect VAS5051 tester VAS 5051/ with ignition switched 
off using diagnostic cable, 5m without voltage supply VAS 
5051/3 . 

Continued for all vehicles:

- Switch ignition on . 

Indicated on display:

Select operating mode: 

- Press button for "vehicle On Board Diagnostic (OBD)" on 
display - arrow - . 

Note: 

 If indications shown in work procedure are not 
indicated on display:  User manual for VAS5051 
tester  

 

Indicated on display:

Select vehicle system: 

- Press "00 - Check DTC memory, complete system" on 
display - arrow - . 
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- VAS5051 tester VAS 5051/ sends all known address 
words in sequence. 

When a control module responds with its identification, 
display indicates number of stored errors or indicates "no 
malfunction recognized" . 

Any system malfunctions that are stored will be displayed 
one after other. Next, Vehicle Diagnostic, Test and 
Information System VAS 5051/ sends next address word. 

Automatic test sequence has ended when following 
indication appears on display:

- Press "Print" button - 1 - on display and then press 
"Screen" in print menu. 

Vehicle Diagnostic, Test and Information System VAS 
5051/ prints out all malfunctions or "0 malfunctions 
detected" . If malfunctions are stored then a repair measure 
is required. Pass malfunction protocol on for repair. 

- Press "Go to" button - 2 - on display. 

Indicated on display:

- Press "End" button - arrow - on display. 

- Press "Exit" button in exit menu. 
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- Switch off ignition and disconnect diagnostic connector.

- Clip in cover for Diagnostic Link Connector (DLC).

Instrument panel insert, adapt language 
version 

- Perform work procedure  Repair Manual, Electrical 
Equipment, Repair Group 01; On Board Diagnostic (OBD); 
On Board Diagnostic (OBD) of instrument panel insert; 
Adapting language version for driver's information 

Door arrester and securing bolts, lubricate 

- Lubricate door arrester - arrow A - using lubricant G 000 
150. 

- Lubricate securing bolts - arrow B - using lock cylinder 
grease spray G 400 01. 

Sunroof, checking function, cleaning and 
greasing guide rails 

Perform following work procedure:

- Check function of sunroof. 
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- Clean guide rails - arrows - and lubricate using special 
lubricant G 000 450 02. 

Power windows, initialization 

Note: 

 Automatic opening and closing features for the power 
windows do not function after disconnecting and 
reconnecting the vehicle battery. Therefore the power 
windows must be re-initialized before a new vehicle is 
delivered. The vehicle battery must not be 
disconnected after initialization of the power windows. 

 

Caution!  

The excess force limitation (pinch protection) does not 
function after disconnecting and reconnecting the 
battery. This can cause serious injuries when closing a 
window. Inform customer!

Initializing power window regulator in driver's 
door 

Perform following work procedure to initialize power window 
regulator in driver's door:

- Switch ignition on . 

- Open window completely using switch - 1 - . 

- Release switch. 
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- Close window in driver's door completely using switch - 1 -
. 

Initializing power window regulator in passenger 
door 

Perform following work procedure to initialize power window 
regulator in passenger door:

- Switch ignition on . 

- Open window completely using switch - 2 - . 

- Release switch. 

- Close window in passenger door completely using switch -
2 - . 

Clock, adjusting 

Please perform adjustment as follows:

Adjusting hours::

- Turn adjustment button - 1 - (right bottom beside 
tachometer) counter-clockwise. 
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By shortly turning adjustment button one time, setting 
changes respectively by one hour. By turning and holding 
adjustment button, setting is continuous.

Adjusting minutes: 

- Turn adjustment button - 1 - clockwise. 

By shortly turning adjustment button one time, setting 
changes respectively by one minute. By turning and holding 
adjustment button, setting is continuous.

Clock can be set accurately to second using button - 1 - as 
follows: 

- Turn adjustment button to right until clock displays one 
minute less than time to be set. 

- Turn adjustment button to right in instant when second 
display of an accurate clock reaches a full minute.

Fuses, installing 

California vehicles:

Fuse panel for camping equipment is installed at side-wall 
behind driver's seat. following fuses must be inserted from 
top to bottom:

Fuse 1 (central electronics / 5 A

Fuse 4 (parking heater) / 25 A

Fuse 6 (cooler) / 15 A

Cover for electrical center, installing 

Note that cover for electrical center must also be installed 
after inserting fuses.

Insert cover as follows:
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- Hook cover for electrical center into pins - arrows - . 

- Secure cover for electrical center - arrow - . 

Climatronic, setting temperature to 72 F 
(22  C) 

Vehicles 09.98  

Note: 

 A comfortable climate in vehicle is reached most 
quickly at a temperature setting of 22  C.  

 
 Therefore, this setting should only be changed if 

required by personal well-being.  
 

- Check whether 72  F (22  C) has been set - 2 - in 
display. 

If necessary, please perform temperature adjustment as 
follows:

- Press button - 3 - for automatic operation. AUTO appears 
in display - 1 - . 
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- Set temperature to 72  F (22  C) by pressing button - 5 
- for "colder" or button - 4 - for "warmer" . 

Radio, Radio/Navigation system, activating 
Anti-theft Coding 

Radio units / radio-navigation systems are shipped with a 
fixed code. Fixed code means that every unit with anti-theft 
coding has been programmed with its own code. This fixed 
code is not yet active from factory.

Safety coding of ready-to-use unit is only activated by 
entering fixed code. Activate fixed code as follows:

Radios from 09.98 on 

For "alpha" radio units, activate fixed code as follows: 

safety coding of ready-to-use unit is only activated by 
entering fixed code. Activate fixed code as follows:

- Switch on radio. 

- "SAFE" appears in digital display. 

- Press buttons TP and TA - 1 - simultaneously just so long 
until "1000" appears in digital display. Release buttons! 
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- Using station buttons -1- to -4-, enter code number 
attached to radio card. Press preset button 1 to enter first 
digit of code number, preset button 2 for second digit and 
so on. 

- Then, press buttons TP and TA - 1 - simultaneously just 
so long until "SAFE" appears in frequency display. Release 
buttons! Shortly after, a frequency is displayed 
automatically. 

If fixed code number has been entered in radio unit 
correctly, diode beside radio unit name must blink when key 
is removed from ignition. If diode blinks, radio is operational 
and anti-theft coding is activated.

For "beta and gamma" radio units, activate fixed code 
as follows: 

- Switch on radio. 

- "SAFE" appears in digital display. 

- "1000" appears on display after approx. 3 seconds. 

- Using station buttons -1- to -4-, enter code number 
attached to radio card. Press preset button 1 to enter first 
digit of code number, preset button 2 for second digit and 
so on. 
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- Then, press either seek rocker switch - 1 - or hand tuning 
rocker switch - 2 - longer than 2 seconds. Release buttons. 

Correct code has been entered when current frequency is 
displayed after a short "adaptation phase" . During this 
period, strongest regional broadcasters are stored 
automatically in an internal memory list and are ready to be 
called up. LED located at left bottom of radio must blink 
when ignition key is removed. If diode blinks, radio is 
operational and anti-theft coding is activated. 

Activate fixed code for "radio-navigation system" as 
follows: 

- Switch on radio-navigation system using button - 1 - . 

- Using station buttons -1- to -4-, enter code number 
attached to radio card. Press preset button 1 to enter first 
digit of code number, preset button 2 for second digit and 
so on. 

- If entire code was entered, press button - 1 - and button -
2 - or button - 3 - for at least two seconds. 

Activate fixed code for "radio-navigation system MFD" 
as follows: 

- Switch on radio-navigation system using button - 1 - . 
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- Enter number code by turning turn/push button - 2 - in digit 
strip - 3 - by marking digits in sequence and confirm input 
after every digit by briefly pressing button. 

Correct code has been entered when current frequency is 
displayed after a short "adaptation phase" . During this 
period, strongest regional broadcasters are stored 
automatically in an internal memory list and are ready to be 
called up. 

LED located at upper right of radio-navigation system must 
blink when ignition key is removed. If diode blinks, radio-
navigation system is operational and anti-theft coding is 
activated.

Windshield wash/wipe system and headlight 
washer system, checking function 

Note: 

 If during function test it is determined that wiper 
blades judder or make noises, check setting angle of 
wiper blades  01-6, Windshield wiper blades, check 
park position; for juddering windshield wiper blades: 
Check setting angle .  
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Check windshield wash/wipe system freeze 
protection concentration, top off if necessary 

Required special tools and equipment 

 Refractometer T10007  
 

Read bright/dark boundary to obtain an accurate reading for 
following tests. Place a drop of water on glass to improve 
readability of bright/dark boundary. bright/dark boundary 
can be clearly recognized on "WATERLINE" . 

- Check concentration of anti-freeze additive using 
refractometer T10007 (follow user manual). 

scale - 1 - of refractometer is designed specifically for 
genuine Volkswagen Windshield Clear "G052164" . 

scale - 2 - is designed for commercially available windshield 
cleanser as well as a mixture of commercially available 
windshield cleanser and "G052164" . 

Mixture ratio: 

Freeze protection to Windshield Clear  
G 052 164 

Water

-17 (1.4  F) /-18  C (-0.4  F) 1 part 3 parts
1 2
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Topping-off with fluid:

Windshield wash/wipe system fluid reservoir must be filled 
up to edge.

Use only "Genuine Volkswagen Windshield Clear" all-year-
round when topping-up windshield wash/wipe system. 

Note: 

 Genuine Volkswagen windshield clear is available in 
following container sizes: 1 Liter PE-bottle G 052 164 
A2 55 liter metal drum G 052 164 A6 195 liter metal 
drum G 052 164 A9  

 
 Vehicles with fan type spray jets must be filled with 

"Genuine Volkswagen windshield clear G 052 164" as 
this fluid has a low viscosity at minus temperatures. 
complicated spray jet system could otherwise become 
blocked due to crystallized washer fluid and adversely 
affect fan pattern of spray jet. "Genuine Volkswagen 
windshield clear" assures that fan type spray jets 
remain functional even at low temperatures.  

 
 Genuine Volkswagen Windshield Clear "G 052 164" 

protects spray nozzles, fluid reservoir and hoses from 
freezing.  

 
 Fill with genuine Volkswagen Windshield Clear "G 052 

164" in warmer season also. powerful cleanser 
removes wax and oil deposits from windows.  

 
 Freeze protection must be guaranteed to approx. 5  

F (-15  C) (approx. -35  F (-35  C) in countries 
with an arctic climate) in windshield washer system.  

 

Windshield washer system, check jet setting, 
adjust jets if necessary 

Windshield 

Special tools and equipment 
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 Windshield washer aiming tool 3125A  
 

Note: 

 Never use a needle or a similar object, since it may 
damage water hoses in spray nozzle!  

 

- Check nozzle adjustment. 

- If necessary, adjust 3125A windshield washer aiming tool.

Note: 

 For vehicles with pre-set spray nozzles (can be 
identified by white dot below nozzles), only check 
nozzle adjustment. Adjustment not possible.  

 

Jet adjustment setting dimensions for windshield:

a 160 mm c 400 mm
b 320 mm   

Tolerance:  20 mm 

Rear window 

Jet setting dimension for rear window:
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 Large tailgate  
 

Spray jet, center, wiper area

 Rear window  
 

left side (right side is a mirror image) 

a 150 mm   
b 250 mm   

Note: 

 If spray jet is uneven or cannot be adjusted to 
specified dimensions, spray nozzle must be replaced 
(repair measure).  

 

Headlight cleaning system, check jet setting, 
adjust jets if necessary 

Special tools and equipment 

 Adjustment tool VAS 3019A  
 

- Check jet setting, adjust if necessary using adjustment tool 
VAS 3019A . 
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- Pull out spray nozzle to stop. 

a 120 mm   
b 50 mm   

Windshield wiper blades, check park 
position; for juddering windshield wiper 
blades: Check setting angle 

Windshield wiper blades, check park position, 
adjust if necessary 

Special tools and equipment 

 Torque wrench V.A.G 1331/ (5 - 50 Nm)  
 

Windshield:

- Adjust wiper blades to markings on front windshield.

- a - = Marking for Left Hand Drive (LHD) vehicles 

- b - = Marking for Right Hand Drive (RHD) vehicles 
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Tightening torque, wiper arms: 20 Nm

Rear window:

 Large tailgate  
 

- Adjust wiper blade to markings in height of lower heating 
filament of heated rear windshield. 

- a - = 45 mm 

Tightening torque, wiper arm: 20 Nm

 Rear windows  
 

- Adjust left and right wiper blades so they are in vertical 
position 
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Tightening torque, wiper arms: 20 Nm

Windshield wiper blades, check setting angle , 
adjust if necessary 

Note: 

 Check setting angle only if wiper blades are juddering 
or making noises.  

 

Special tools and equipment 

 Windshield wiper adjustment device VAS 3358B  
 

 Torque wrench V.A.G 1331/ (5 - 50 Nm) 
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 Open-end spanner (24 mm)  

 

Perform following work procedure:

- Bring windshield wiper arms in park position.

- Remove windshield wiper blade. 

- Insert windshield wiper arm - 2 - into 3358B windshield 
arm adjustment device and secure using mounting screw - 
3 - . 

- Check setting angle 

Setting angle (specified values) for
 Left Hand Drive (LHD) 

vehicles
Driver's side -2  
Passenger's side -3,5  
Rear wiper 

- Tailgate 

-0,5  

Rear wiper 

- Rear doors 

+2,5  

Tolerance  2  

If necessary, adjust setting angle to specified value as 
follows:

- Place open-end spanner (24 mm) - 1 - onto adjustment 
device and set windshield wiper arm - 2 - to specified value 
- arrows - . 

- Remove windshield wiper arm - 2 - from adjustment 
device and secure again using mounting screw - 3 - . 

- Check adjusted value according to table. If necessary, 
repeat setting and checking procedure until specified value 
is reached. 
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- Remove adjustment device and install windshield wiper 
blade. 

Tightening torque, wiper arms: 20 Nm

- Check to mkae sure that windshield wiper system is not 
juddering. 

Wheel securing bolts, tighten to correct 
torque setting 

Special tools and equipment 

 Torque wrench V.A.G 1332/ (40 -200 Nm)  
 

Note: 

 Make sure that wheel bolts are tightened alternately to 
following tightening torque:  

 

Tightening torque: 180 Nm

Note: 

 For some vehicles, 160 Nm is still valid for inspection 
service. ⇒ Brake pads front and rear: Checking 
thickness, page 01-6, Brake pads front and rear, 
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checking thickness .  
 

Tires, checking condition, wear pattern, 
inflation pressures, tread depth 

Checking tires 

Note: 

 For reasons of safety only tires of same type and 
tread pattern should be fitted on a vehicle!  

 

All wheel drive vehicles (additional notes):

 Vehicle must be equipped with tires of same make. 
Otherwise, viscous clutch would unnecessarily 
increase ratio of rear final drive due to arising RPM 
difference of both axles. This can cause damage.  

 
 However, different tread depths of front axle and rear 

axle tires, e.g. due to wearout, is harmless. It is 
recommended, however, to mount tires with greater 
tread depth in front.  

 
 If front wheels are more strongly worn out than rear 

wheels, they have a smaller rolling circumference and 
turn therefore faster. Thus tensions in drive train arise 
and tires wear faster.  

 

Checking condition 

Perform following work procedure:

Delivery inspection:

- Check tires (tread and side walls) for damage and remove 
foreign objects for example nails and glass splinters if 
necessary. 

Note: 

 If damage is found, it must be checked whether a new 
tire must be installed.  

 

Inspection service:

- Check tires (tread and side walls) for damage and remove 
foreign objects for example nails and glass splinters if 
necessary. 
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- Check tires for scuffing, one sided wear, porous side 
walls, cuts and fractures. 

Note: 

 customer must be informed of malfunctions found.  
 

Checking tire wear pattern 

Wear pattern of front wheels can be used to assess 
whether a check of track and camber is necessary:

 "Feathering" on tread indicates incorrect toe setting.  
 

 One-sided tread wear is mainly attributed to incorrect 
camber.  

 

When wear of this nature is noticed, determine cause by 
performing an alignment (repair measure).

Depth of tire tread (including spare wheel), 
checking 

- Check tread depth 

Minimum depth: 1.6 mm

Note: 

 This value may vary for individual countries due to 
different legislative regulations.  

 
 Minimum tread depth is reached when tires have worn 

down level with 1.6 mm high tread wear indicators 
positioned at intervals around tire.  

 
 If tread depth is approaching legal minimum 

permissible depth, customer must be informed.  
 

Tire inflation pressure (including spare wheel), 
checking, correcting inflation pressures if 
necessary 

Special tools and equipment 

 Tire pressure gauge  
 

Note: 

 Pressures listed in table are valid for cold tires. Do not 
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reduce increased pressures on warm tires.  
 

 Important information concerning winter tires 
recommended by Volkswagen is found in "Fault 
finding; Wheels, tires; Chapter 4; No. 2" .  

 
 Tires pressures for relevant model are on a sticker 

attached to inside of fuel tank flap.  
 

12.95  vehicles 

Vehicles 01.96  ,  01-6, Vehicles 01.96 04.99

Vehicles 05.99  ,  01-6, Vehicles 05.99

Tire filling pressure table for normal tires 

(for all factory installed tire sizes)

Filling pressure values in bar

Tire pressure values for vehicles with a permissible axle 
load for one axle (front or rear axle) smaller than 1285 kg:

 Tire pressure in bar (psi) 
 half load 1) full load

 front rear front rear
185 R14 C 99/97 N  
(or 99/97 P) 2) 

3.2 (46) 3.0 (43) 3.0 (43) 3.8 (55)

195/70 R 15 97 S  
reinforced 3) 

2.6 (38) 3.4 (49) 2.6 (38) 3.4 (49) 

195/70 R 15 C  
104/102 R 

3.8 (55) 4.0 (58) 3.8 (55) 4.0 (58)

205/65 R 15 98 S  
reinforced 3) 

2.6 (38) 3.4 (49) 2.6 (38) 3.4 (49) 

2) not valid for All Wheel Drive (AWD)

 Tire pressure in bar (psi)
 half load 1) full load

 front rear front rear
205/65 R 15 99 S  
reinforced 2) 

2.6 (38) 2.4 (35) 2.6 (38) 2.4 (35)

205/65 R 15 C  
102/100 T 

2.8 (41) 2.5 (36) 2.8 (41) 2.5 (36)

215/65 R 15 100 T  
(or 102 H)  
reinforced 2) 

2.6 (38) 3.4 (49) 2.6 (38) 3.4 (49)

Spare wheel: Meet highest intended filling pressure for vehicle.
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1) valid only for Caravelle and Multivan

3) reinforced = strengthened 

Tire pressure values for vehicles with a permissible axle 
loads for one axle (front or rear axle) 1285 kg and larger:

 Tire pressure in bar (psi)
 half load 1) full load

 front rear front rear
185 R14 C 99/97 N  
(or 99/97 P) 2) 

3.4 (49) 3.8 (55) 3.4 (49) 3.8 (55)

195/70 R 15 97 S  
reinforced 3) 

3.0 (44) 3.4 (49) 3.0 (44) 3.4 (49)

195/70 R 15 C  
104/102 R 

3.8 (55) 4.5 (65) 3.8 (55) 4.5 (65)

205/65 R 15 98 S  
reinforced 3) 

3.0 (44) 3.4 (49) 3.0 (44) 3.4 (49)

205/65 R 15 99 S  
reinforced 3) 

2.6 (38) 2.4 (35) 3.0 (44) 3.4 (49)

205/65 R 15 C  
102/100 T 

3.5 (51) 3.2 (46) 3.5 (51) 3.2 (46) 

215/65 R 15 100 T  
(or 102 H)  
reinforced 3) 

3.0 (44) 3.4 (49) 3.0 (44) 3.4 (49) 

Spare wheel: Meet highest intended filling pressure for vehicle.

1) valid only for Caravelle and Multivan

3) reinforced = strengthened 

2) not valid for all wheel drive 

Vehicles 01.96  04.99 

Tire filling pressure table for normal tires 

(for all factory installed tire sizes)

Filling pressure values in bar

 Tire pressure in bar (psi)
 half load full load
 front rear front rear
195/70 R 15 C  
104/102 R 

3.8 (55) 4.0 (58)/  
4.5 (65) 1) 

3.8 (55) 4.0 (58)/  
4.5 (65) 1) 

195/70 R 15 97 S  
reinforced 2) 

3.0 (44) /  
2.6 (38) 3) 

3.4 (49) /  
2.4 (35) 3)  

4) 

3.0 (44) 3.4 (49)/  
2.4 (35) 4) 
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1) valid only for vehicles with increased load capacity and 
special body 

2) reinforced = strengthened 

3) valid only for Caravelle and Multivan

4) valid only for ambulances 

 Tire pressure in bar (psi)
 half load full load
 front rear front rear
205/65 R 15 C  
100 T 

3.5 (51) /  
2.8 41) 1) 

3.2 (46) /  
2.5 (36) 1) 

3.5 (51) 3.2 (46)

205/65 R 15 C  
100 T M+S 

3.5 (51) /  
2.8 1) 

3.2 (46)/  
2.5 (36) 1) 

3.5 (51) 3.2 (46)

205/60 R16 C  
100/98 T M+S 

3.1 (45) 2.2 (31) 3.5 (51) 3.0 (44) 

215/60 R16 99 H  
reinforced 2) 

2.7 (39) 2.0 (29) 3.0 (44) 2.6 (38) 

225/60 R16 102 H  
reinforced 2) 

2.4 (35) 2.0 (29) 2.7 (39) 2.3 (33)

Spare wheel: Meet highest intended filling pressure for vehicle.

1) valid only for Caravelle and Multivan

2) reinforced = strengthened 

Vehicles 05.99  

Tire filling pressure table for normal tires 

(for all factory installed tire sizes)

Filling pressure values in bar

 Tire pressure in bar (psi)
 half load full load
 front rear front rear
195/65 R 16 C  
104/102 S 

4.3 (62) 4.9 (71) 4.3 (62) 4.9 (71)

205/60 R16 C  
100/98 T M+S 

3.1 (44) 2.2 (32) 3.5 (51) 3.0 (43)

205/65 R 15 C  
100 T 

3.5 (51)/  
2.8 (41) 1) 

3.2 (46)/  
2.5 (36) 1) 

3.5 (51) 3.2 (46)

215/60 R16 99 H  
reinforced 2) 

2.7 (39) 2.0 (30) 3.0 (44) 2.6 (38) 

225/60 R16 102 H  
reinforced 2) 

2.4 (35) 2.0 (30) 2.7 (39) 2.3 (33)
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Spare wheel: Meet highest intended filling pressure for vehicle.

1) valid only for Caravelle and Multivan

2) reinforced = strengthened 

Vehicles 05.02  

Tire filling pressure table for normal tires 

(for all factory installed tire sizes)

Filling pressure values in bar

 Tire pressure in bar
 half load full load
 front rear front rear
195/70 R 15 C  
104/102 R 

3.8 (55) 4.0 (58)/  
4.5 (65) 1) 

3.8 (55) 4.0 (58)/  
4.5 (65) 1) 

195/70 R 15 97 S  
reinforced 2) 

3.0 (44) /  
2.6 (38) 3) 

3.4 (49) /  
2.4 (35) 3)  

4) 

3.0 (44) 3.4 (49) /  
2.4 (35) 4) 

1) valid only for vehicles with increased load capacity and 
special body 

2) reinforced = strengthened 

3) valid only for Caravelle and Multivan

4) valid only for ambulances 

 Tire pressure in bar
 half load full load
 front rear front rear
205/65 R 15 C  
100 T 

3.5 (51) /  
2.8 (41) 1) 

3.2 (46)/  
2.5 (36) 1) 

3.5 (51) 3.2 (46)

205/65 R 15 C  
100 T M+S 

3.5 (51) /  
2.8 (41) 1) 

3.2 (46)/  
2.5 (36) 1) 

3.5 (51) 3.2 (46)

205/60 R16 C  
100/98 T M+S 

3.4 (49) 2.5 (36) 4.0 (58) 3.7 (53)

215/60 R16 99 H  
reinforced 2) 

2.9 (42) 2.1 (30) 3.2 (46) 3.1 (45) 

225/60 R16 102 H  
reinforced 2) 

2.6 (38) 2.0 (30) 3.0 (44) 2.7 (39) 

Spare wheel: Meet highest intended filling pressure for vehicle.

1) valid only for Caravelle and Multivan
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2) reinforced = strengthened 

Engine oil level, checking 

Note following:

After switching engine off, wait a few minutes (at least 3 
minutes) to allow oil to flow back into oil pan.

- Pull out oil dipstick, wipe off with a clean cloth and re-
insert dipstick again up to stop. 

Note: 

 Observe disposal regulations!  
 

- Withdraw dipstick again and read oil level.

Area a 
-

Oil must be topped off. Afterward, it is sufficient if oil level is somewhere in area - b 
- . 

Area b - Oil need not be topped off.
Area c - Oil must not be topped off.

Note: 

 At an oil level above area - c - , there is a danger of 
damage to catalytic converter.  

 

Note: 

 For vehicles with gasoline engine , only replenish 
engine oil conforming to VW-norm 503 00.  

 
 For vehicles with Diesel engine , only replenish engine 

oil conforming to VW-norm VW506 00  
 

Engine oil, draining or extracting, replacing 
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oil filter and filling up with engine oil 

 Oil extractor V.A.G 1307 A  
 

or

 Oil extractor V.A.G 1358 A  
 

 Torque wrench V.A.G 1331/ (5 - 50 Nm)  
 

 Emissions Test binder  
 

 Oil filter wrench  
 

or
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 Oil filter strap wrench  
 

Draining or extracting engine oil 

Perform following work procedure:

- Syphon off using oil extractor V.A.G 1307 A or oil extractor 
V.A.G 1358 A . 

or

- Remove oil drain plug - arrow - . 

- Remove seal on drain plug or, if necessary, cut through 
seal using side cutter. 

- Drain engine oil. 

- Install drain plug with new seal and screw in hand-tight.

Note: 

  
 

 Observe disposal regulations!  
 

Tighten oil drain plug with following torque:

Note: 

 Remember that following torque specifications must 
not be exceeded. A higher torque can lead to leaks in 
area of drain plug or even to damage.  

 

 4-cyl. engines 30 Nm  
 

 5-cyl. engines 50 Nm  
 

 6-cyl. engines 50 Nm  
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Replacing oil filter 

4-cyl. and 5-cyl. engine:

Component location:

For 4-cyl. engines in front of engine.

For 5-cyl. engines behind engine - arrow - . 

- Loosen oil filter using a tension strap or wrench and 
remove oil filter. 

Note: 

 Observe disposal regulations!  
 

- Clean engine sealing surface. 

- Lightly lubricate rubber seal of new filter. In this manner, 
filter creates a better suction seal during subsequent 
tightening and best possible seal results.

- Screw in new filter and tighten hand-tight.

6 cyl. gasoline engine:

- Drain oil at drain plug - 1 - . 

Note: 

 Observe disposal regulations!  
 

- Lower part of filter at hex - 2 - or loosen and remove. 

- Use new O-ring and moisten with oil.

- Install new filter element and O-ring.

- Tighten lower part of filter - 2 - to 25 Nm. 
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- Install drain plug - 1 - with a new sealing ring and tighten 
to 10 Nm. 

Filling with engine oil 

Capacities with filter change:  Emissions test 

Due to positive properties of oils (  01-6, Properties of 
oils ) use only following approved engine oils: 

Oil specification for gasoline engines 

- Multi-grade light duty oils, specification "VW 500 00" or 
"VW 502 00" 

- Multi-grade oils, specification "VW 501 01" 

- Multi-grade oils, specification API-SF or SG (these oils 
may only be used if no approved engine oil is available).

Note: 

 For vehicles  1999 (  X) oils conforming to VW-
norm 50300 must not be used, otherwise engine 
damage must be expected.  

 

Specification for Diesel engines 

- Multi-grade oils, specification "VW 505 00" 

- Multi-grade oils, specification "VW 501 01" 

Note: 

 For vehicles  1999 (  X) oils conforming to VW-
norm 50600 must not be used, otherwise engine 
damage must be expected.  

 

For engine codes ABL, ACV, AHY and AJT, following must 
be observed after first engine start:
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- As long as oil pressure warning light in instrument panel is 
lit, engine may run only at idle. Do not accelerate! Throttle 
bursts can damage turbocharger or cause it to fail 
completely. 

- Only when warning light goes out, full oil pressure is 
reached, and driver may accelerate.

Continued for all engines

- After topping up with oil wait at least 3 minutes then check 
oil level. 

- Pull out oil dipstick, wipe off with a clean cloth and re-
insert dipstick again up to stop. 

Note: 

 Observe disposal regulations!  
 

- Withdraw dipstick and read oil level: 

Area a 
-

Oil must be topped off. Afterward, it is sufficient if oil level is somewhere in area - b 
- . 

Area b - Oil need not be topped off.
Area c - Oil must not be topped off.

Note: 

 At an oil level above area - c - , there is a danger of 
damage to catalytic converter.  

 

Properties of oils 

Multi-grade oils according to VW standard 501 01 
and 505 00 are oils with following properties: 

 All-season usability in moderate climate zones  
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 Excellent cleanability  
 

advantages: 

 All-season usability at almost all occurring outside 
temperatures  

 
 Smaller friction losses of engine  

 
 Optimum cold starting ability, also at very low 

temperatures.  
 

Multi-grade light duty oils according to VW 
standard 502 00: 

This oil, which is suitable for gasoline engines corresponds 
to VW-norms 501 01as well as 500 00 and additionally 
exhibits further advantages: It is particularly suitable for 
application at more strenuous operating conditions, e.g. 
difficult road conditions, predominant use of trailer, high 
portion of uphill driving and driving in hot climate zones.

Note: 

 Single-grade oils are generally not all year round 
usable because of their limited viscosity range. These 
oils should be used therefore only in extreme climate 
zones.  

 
 When using multi-grade oil SAE 5 W-30, continuously 

high engine speeds and constant strong load must be 
avoided. This restriction does not apply to multi-grade 
light duty oils.  

 

Engine and components in engine 
compartment, visual check for leaks and 
damage 

Perform visual check as follows:

- Check engine and engine compartment for leaks and 
damage. 

- Check hoses, pipes and connections of

 Fuel system  
 

 Cooling and heating system  
 

 and brake system  
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Note: 

 Make sure that all malfunctions detected are repaired 
within repair measures.  

 

V-belt, checking condition and tension 

Checking V-belt condition 

- Checking: 

 Sub-surface cracks (cracks, core ruptures, cross 
sectional breaks)  

 
 Layer separation (top layer, cord strands)  

 
 Base break-up  

 
 Fraying of cord strands  

 
 Flank wear (material wear, frayed flanks, flank 

brittleness -glassy flanks-, surface cracks)  
 

 Traces of oil and grease  
 

Note: 

 It is essential to replace V-belt if malfunctions are 
found. This will avoid possible break-downs or 
operating problems. replacement of ribbed belt is a 
repair measure.  

 

Check tension of V-belt, and tension V-belt if 
necessary 

Special tools and equipment 
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with

 Ring-insertion tool V.A.G 1410/2 (22 mm)  
 

V-belt must be checked by pressing forcefully with thumb at 
center, where distance between two pulleys is greatest.

V-belt for generator (gasoline and Diesel engine):

- New V-belt approx. 2 mm and run-in V-belt approx 5 mm 
depth of impression. 

For following adjustment, Torque wrench V.A.G 1410/ in 
connection with ring- insertion tool (22 mm) V.A.G 1410/2 - 
A - is particularly suitable. 
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Gasoline engines:

- Tighten V-belt by turning tensioning nut - B - using a 
torque wrench. 

tension bracket to lifting eye/cylinder head to 20 Nm.

- Depth of impression approx. 5 mm

4-cyl. engine:

- Remove socket head bolts - 1 - . 

- Remove pulley halves and adjust V-belt tension by 
allocating more or fewer spacers between pulley halves.

By removing, tension increases, by inserting it decreases.

- Tighten socket head bolts to 20 Nm after adjustment.

5-cyl. engine:

Special tools and equipment:
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 Pin wrench V159  
 

- Loosen socket head bolt using an angled socket head 
wrench (6 mm). 

- Using pin wrench - a - e.g. Matra V 159, turn tensioning 
roller until required V-belt tension is reached. 

- Tighten socket head bolts to 35 Nm after adjustment.

Ribbed belt, checking condition and 
tensioning belt on engines without an 
automatic tensioner 

Special tools and equipment 
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 Torque wrench V.A.G 1331/ (5 - 50 Nm)  
 

 Torque wrench V.A.G 1332/ (40 -200 Nm)  
 

 Tensioning lever VAS 3297  
 

- Check condition of ribbed V-belt for:

 Sub-surface cracks (cracks, core ruptures, cross 
sectional breaks)  

 
 Layer separation (top layer, cord strands)  

 
 Base break-up  

 
 Fraying of cord strands  
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Tensioning ribbed belt

For vehicles with tensioning roller, tightening of ribbed V-
belt is not required. For vehicles without tensioning roller, 
ribbed V-belt must be tightened as follows:

- Loosen securing bolts of generator.

- Insert 3297 tensioning lever, secure with pin - arrow - and 
swing generator downward (use torque wrench V.A.G 1332/
for actuation of 3297). Press down generator at least three 
times up to stop to make sure optimal freedom of 
movement. 

- After installing ribbed V-belt, turn engine several rotations 
(approx. 10 engine rotations) with generator loosened, to do 
so, briefly operate starter, do not start engine.

- Tighten generator bolts to 25 Nm. 

Joint protective boots, visual check 

Perform following work procedure:

- Check outer CV joint boots - 1 - and inner CV joint boots -
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2 - for leaks and damage. 

level 

- Check oil level: Oil level to lower edge of oil filler hole (for 
all wheel drive vehicles 9 mm below lower edge of oil filler 
hole). 

- If necessary, top-off transmission fluid "specification G 50 
SAE 75W90 (synthetic oil)" . 

- Thread locking bolt for oil filling. 

Rear final drive, check transmission oil level

Transmission oil specification: G 50 SAE 75 W 90 (synthetic 
oil)

- Unthread bolt for checking transmission fluid - arrow - . 

Oil level is correct when rear final drive is filled up to lower 
edge of oil filler hole.

- Install bolt - arrow - to 25 Nm tightening torque. 

Automatic transmission, check final drive oil 
level 

Special tools and equipment 
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 Oil extractor V.A.G 1358 A  
 

Note: 

 Observe disposal regulations!  
 

- Remove bolt - arrow1 - or bolt - arrow 2 - . 

Note: 

 To check gear oil, bolt in front of flange shaft - arrow1
- or bolt at torque converter housing - arrow 2 - can 
be removed.  

 

Oil level: Lower edge of hole.

- If oil level is too low, top-off with following oil.

SAE 75 W 90 (synthetic)

 Container size 0.5 L - part number G 052 145 A1  
 

 Container size 1.0 L - part number G 052 145 A2  
 

- If oil level is too high, extract oil using Oil extractor V.A.G 
1358 A . 
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- Install bolt for checking gear oil, tightening torque: 20 Nm.

Brake system, visual check for leaks and 
damage 

Check following components for leaks and damage:

 Master brake cylinder  
 

 Brake booster (with Anti-lock Brake System -ABS-): 
Hydraulic unit)  

 
 Brake pressure regulator and  

 
 Brake calipers  

 

- Make sure that brake hoses are not twisted.

- Make sure that brake hoses do not touch any vehicle 
components when steering is at full lock.

- Check brake hoses are not porous or brittle.

- Check brake hoses and pipes for chafing.

- Check brake connections and methods of securing for 
correct seating, leaks and corrosion.

Caution!  

Malfunctions found must be repaired (repair measure).

Brake pads front and rear, checking 
thickness 

Required special tools and equipment 
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 Pliers VAS 3314  
 

 Torque wrench V.A.G 1332/ (40 -200 Nm)  
 

 Fashlight  
 

Perform following work procedure:

Remove wheel trim 

Pulling hook for removing wheel trim is located in vehicle 
tool kit.

Wheel bolts 

Adapter to loosen/tighten anti-theft wheel bolts is located in 
vehicle tool kit.

Front disc brake pads: 

- For better judgement of remaining pad thickness, remove 
wheel on passenger side (wear higher than on driver's 
side). 

- If necessary, remove wheel bolt caps using pliers VAS 
3314 or remove wheel trim. 

- Mark position of wheel in relation to brake disc.
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- Unbolt wheel securing bolts and remove wheel.

- Measure inner and outer pad thickness.

a - Pad thickness without backing plate 

- Wear limit: 2 mm 

With a pad thickness of 2 mm (without backing plate) brake 
pads have reached their wear limit and must be replaced 
(repair measure). Inform customer!

Note: 

 When replacing brake pads, it is absolutely necessary 
to check brake discs for wear! Checking and if 
necessary replacing brake discs is a repair measure.  

 

- Check brake disc for wear  Brakes, Repair Group 46; 
Front brakes, servicing 

- Install wheel to marked position. 

- Tighten wheel securing bolts, using diagonal sequence to 
following tightening torque: 

Tightening torque:

Vehicles up to December 1995: 160 Nm

Vehicles from January 1996: 180 Nm

- Place adapter with vehicle tool kit after completing work.
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designated recess - arrow - . 

Rear drum brake pads: 

Rear disc brake pads 01-6, Rear disc brake pads: . 

- Check thickness of brake pads through inspection holes in 
brake carrier metal sheets - arrow - . 

- Wear limit: 1.0 mm (only pad thickness)

At a pad thickness of 1 mm, brake pads have reached their 
wear limit and must be replaced (repair measure). Inform 
customer!
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Note: 

 When replacing brake pads, it is absolutely necessary 
to check brake discs for wear! Checking and if 
necessary replacing brake discs is a repair measure.  

 

- Check brake disc for wear  Brakes, Repair Group 46; 
Rear brakes, servicing 

- If necessary, install wheel trim  01-6, Installing wheel 
cover . 

Underbody sealant, perform visual check for 
damage 

- During visual check, observe floor pan, wheel housings 
and sills! 

Note: 

 Malfunctions found must be repaired (repair 
measure). This inhibits corrosion and rusting through. 

 

Tie rod ends, check play, securing and joint 
boots 

Perform following work procedure:

- With vehicle raised (wheels hanging free), check play by 
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moving tie rods and wheels - arrow - . Play: zero play 

- Check joint boots for damage and proper seating.

Ball joints, visual check 

Perform following work procedure:

- Check joint boots - arrows - of ball joints for leaks and 
damage. 

Steering, check boots for leaks and damage 

Perform following work procedure:
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- Check bellows - arrows - of steering for leaks and 
damage. 

Cooling system, checking freeze protection 
and coolant level 

Note: 

 All engines are filled with freeze and corrosion 
protection additives G 12 Plus according to TL "VW 
774 F" (color purple). Make sure that only G 12 Plus is 
used for topping off.  

 
 G 12 Plus (color lilac) can be mixed with previous 

coolant additive G 12 (color red)!  
 

Note: 

 G 12 Plus is suitable as a filled-for-life filling for cast 
iron and all-aluminum engines and gives optimum 
protection against frost, corrosion damage, scaling 
and over-heating.  

 
 G 12 Plus increases boiling point to 275  F (135  

C) and ensures for a better heat dissipation.  
 

 Coolant concentration must be at least 40 % (freeze 
protection to -13  F (25  C)) and should never 
exceed 60 % (freeze protection to - 40  F (-40  C) 
otherwise freeze protection will be reduced and 
cooling effect will also be reduced.  

 

Checking freeze protection and adding coolant 
additive if necessary 

Required special tools and equipment 

 Refractometer T10007  
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 Read bright/dark boundary to obtain an accurate 
reading for following tests. Place a drop of water on 
glass to improve readability of bright/dark boundary. 
bright/dark boundary can be clearly recognized on 
"WATERLINE" .  

 

- Check concentration of coolant additive using 
refractometer T10007 (follow user manual). 

Scale - 1 - of refractometer is designed for coolant additives 
G 12, G12 Plus and G 11. 

Scale - 2 - is designed for coolant additive G 13. 

Note: 

 Coolant additive G 13 is currently used only in 
vehicles of type "L 80" .  

 
 Freeze protection additives protect against freeze to 

about - 13  F (-25  C) (about -35  C in arctic 
climates).  

 
 If for climatic reasons greater freeze protection is 

required, amount of G 11 or G 12 can be increased, 
but only up to 60% (freeze protection to about - 40  
F (-40  C), otherwise freeze protection decreases 
again and cooling effectiveness will be reduced.  

 

- If freeze protection is insufficient, drain required quantity 
shown in freeze protection table (  01-6, Freeze protection 
table ) and add coolant additive G 12. 

Freeze protection table 

Freeze protection to  C (F)  
 
Current value Specified value

Difference amount  
in liters  
4 and 5-cyl.- 6-cyl.-  
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-25 -35 (-31) 1.0 1.5
-30 -35 (-31) 0.5 1.0
-35 -40 (-40) 0.5 0.5

Note: 

 Observe disposal regulations!  
 

- Check concentration of coolant additive after road test.

Checking coolant level and adding coolant if 
necessary 

- Check coolant level in expansion tank with engine cold.

 Delivery inspection: Coolant level at max. marking.  
 

 Inspection service: Coolant level between min. and 
max. marking.  

 

- If coolant is too low, add required amount according to 
mixture ratio. 

Note: 

 If fluid losses are greater than can be reasonably 
expected, determine cause and repair (repair 
measure)  

 

Mixture ratio: 

Freeze protection to C (F) Coolant additive Water
-25  C (-13) approx. 40 % approx. 60 %

-35  C (-31) approx. 50 % approx. 50 %

-40  C (-40) approx. 60 % approx. 40 %

Note: 

 Coolant additive G 12 prevents freeze and corrosion 
damage, calcium deposits and also raises boiling 
point of coolant. Therefore, cooling system must be 
filled year round with freeze and corrosion protection 
additives.  

 
 Coolant concentration must not be reduced by adding 

water even in warmer seasons and in warmer 
countries. anti-freeze ratio must be at least 40%.  

 
 A higher boiling point improves engine reliability under 

heavy load particularly in countries with tropical 
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climates.  
 

Spark plugs, replace 

Special tools and equipment 

 Spark plug removal tool VAS 3122B  
 

 Assembly tool VAS 3277A  
 

 Torque wrench V.A.G 1331/ (5 - 50 Nm)  
 

Note: 

 Observe disposal regulations! 
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For vehicles with 2.8 L/103 kW-engine, engine code AES 
following applies:

- Use Spark plug removal tool VAS 3122B to remove and 
install spark plug connectors 

Engine code AMV 

- Remove engine cover (cover above ignition coils with 
spark plug connector).

- Disconnect harness connectors from ignition coils with 
spark plug connector. 

- Carefully remove ignition coils with spark plug connector -
1 - . 

- Remove spark plugs using spark plug removal tool VAS 
3122B . 

- Install new spark plugs using spark plug removal tool VAS 
3122B . 

Note: 

 Spark plug identification and tightening torque  
Emissions Test  
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 Observe disposal regulations!  
 

- Install engine cover (cover above ignition coils with spark 
plug connector). 

Dust and pollen filter, replace filter element 

In engine compartment 

- Loosen three spring wire brackets and remove upper part 
of filter housing. 

- Remove filter element.

Note: 

 Observe disposal regulations!  
 

- Disconnect filter housing from sealing ring by pressing 
together both catches.

Note: 

 When installing, make sure that filter housing engages 
audibly at sealing ring and that outer rubber lip is 
pressed onto shoulder in upper filter housing.
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Note: 

 To prevent damage to system, fan must only run if a 
filter is installed.  

 
 Observe disposal regulations!  

 

Toothed belt for camshaft drive, check 
condition and tension of toothed belt, 
tension toothed belt if necessary (gasoline 
engine  1995) 

Check condition of toothed belt 

- Checking: 

 Cracks, cross-sectional breaks  
 

 Layer separation (toothed belt carcass, cord strands)  
 

 Breaks on toothed belt carcass  
 

 Fraying of cord strands  
 

 Surface cracks (plastic sheathing)  
 

 Traces of oil and grease  
 

Note: 

 It is essential to replace toothed belt if malfunctions 
are found. This will avoid possible break-downs or 
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operating problems. replacement of a toothed belt is a 
repair measure.  

 
Severe engine damage can occur if this is not 
observed.  

 

- D - - Cracks (in tooth base) 

Check tension of toothed belt, and tension 
toothed belt if necessary 

Engines with engine code AAF, ACU 

Special tools and equipment 

 Torque wrench V.A.G 1331/ (5 - 50 Nm)  
 

Adjustment requirements 

 Engine cold  
 

Perform following work procedure:
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- Remove toothed belt guard. 

- Perform a visual check of toothed belt tensioner roller.

downs or operating problems. replacement of toothed 
belt tensioner roller is a repair measure.  

 

If toothed belt tension is not OK.

- Loosen mounting nut for tensioner roller.

- Check whether tensioner roller moves freely with nut - 1 -
loosened. 

- Tighten securing bolt for tensioning roller by hand.

- Turn engine approx. 2 rotations until just before TDC.

Note: 

 For every control and adjustment work, engine must 
not be rotated via camshaft under any circumstances. 
Severe engine damage can occur if this is not 
observed.  

 

- To tension toothed belt, slowly continue turning crankshaft 
up to TDC (crankshaft must not spring back) and tighten nut 
for tensioner roller. Tightening torque: 15 Nm

Vehicles with tensioner roller 08.95 

- Perform a visual check of toothed belt tensioner roller.

Note: 

 It is essential to replace toothed belt tensioner roller if 
malfunctions are found. This will avoid possible break-
downs or operating problems. replacement of toothed 
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belt tensioner roller is a repair measure.  
 

until both pointers face each other - arrow B - . 

- Tighten securing bolt of tensioner roller to 20 Nm.

Vehicles without tensioner roller 

It must be possible to barely turn toothed belt 90 in center 
between camshaft- and intermediate shaft gear with thumb 
and index finger. 

If this is case: Toothed belt tension is OK!

If this is not case: 

- Tension toothed belt, to do so turn loosened coolant pump 
toward left (top). 

Note: 

 For older engines, it is recommended to clean sealing 
surface and to replace O-ring when loosening coolant 
pump.  
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- Tighten securing bolts of coolant pump to 20 Nm.

setting. 

Note: 

 For every control and adjustment work, engine must 
not be rotated via camshaft under any circumstances. 
Severe engine damage can occur if this is not 
observed.  

 

- Install upper toothed belt guard. 

Toothed belt for camshaft drive, replace 
(Diesel engine - engine codes AAB, ACV) 

- Perform work sequence for vehicles  01.95  5-cyl. 
Diesel Engine, Mechanical; Repair Group 13; Engine, 
disassembling and assembling, toothed belt for camshaft, 
removing and installing, tensioning (  01.95) 

- Perform work sequence for vehicles 02.95   5-cyl. 
Diesel Engine, Mechanical; Repair Group 13; Engine, 
disassembling and assembling, toothed belt for camshaft, 
removing and installing, tensioning (02.95  ) 

Toothed belt for fuel pump, replacing (Diesel 
engine - engine codes AAB) 

- Performing work procedure  5-cyl. Diesel Engine, 
Mechanical; Repair Group 13; Engine, disassembling and 
assembling, toothed belt for fuel pump, removing and 
installing, tensioning 

Toothed belt for fuel pump, replacing (Diesel 
engine - engine codes ACV) 
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- Performing work procedure  5-cyl. Diesel Engine, 
Mechanical; Repair Group 13; Engine, disassembling and 
assembling, toothed belt for camshaft, removing and 
installing, tensioning 

Toothed belt for camshaft drive, check 
condition and tension of toothed belt, 
tension toothed belt if necessary (Diesel 
engine) 

Check toothed belt condition (all engines) 

- Checking: 

 Cracks, cross-sectional breaks  
 

 Layer separation (toothed belt carcass, cord strands)  
 

 Breaks on toothed belt carcass  
 

 Fraying of cord strands  
 

 Surface cracks (plastic sheathing)  
 

 Traces of oil and grease  
 

Note: 

 It is essential to replace toothed belt if malfunctions 
are found. This will avoid possible break-downs or 
operating problems. replacement of a toothed belt is a 
repair measure.  

 
 For every control and adjustment work, engine must 

not be rotated via camshaft under any circumstances. 
Severe engine damage can occur if this is not 
observed.  

 

Pay particular attention to following damage already at 
kilometer reading 30,000 and then at kilometer reading 
60,000, 90,000 etc. during condition check:

- A - - Cracks (cover-side) 

- B - - Lateral scouring 

- C - - Fraying 
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- D - - Cracks (in tooth base) 

Special tools and equipment 

 Torque wrench V.A.G 1331/ (5 - 50 Nm)  
 

- Remove injection pump. 

- Slightly loosen three mounting bolts - C - of pump console. 

- Press pump console downward at point - A - and lift at 
point - B - . Re-tighten three mounting bolts to 20 Nm in this 
position (2. mechanic required). 

Note: 
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 After installation and adjustment work, let engine run 
approx. 5 minutes without toothed belt guard and 
observe running behavior of toothed belt during this. 
Toothed belt must run in center on drive wheels. If 
toothed belt still runs toward outside, pump console 
must be replaced and installed as described above.  

 

Check tension of toothed belt, and tension 
toothed belt if necessary 

4-cyl. Diesel engine: 

(5-cyl. Diesel engine code AAB with manual toothed belt 
adjustment  01-6, 5-cyl. Diesel engine - engine code AAB 
with manual toothed belt adjustment: ) 

(5-cyl. Diesel engine code AAB with semi-automatic 
tensioner device  01-6, 5-cyl. Diesel engine - engine code 
AAB with semi-automatic tensioner device: ) 

(5-cyl Turbo-Diesel direct fuel injection engine - engine 
code ACV  01-6, 5-cyl Turbo-Diesel direct fuel injection 
engine - engine code ACV: ) 

Special tools and equipment 

 Torque wrench V.A.G 1331/ (5 - 50 Nm)  
 

 Pin wrench V159  
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 Gauge belt tensioner VW 210  
 

- Remove toothed belt guard. 

- Perform a visual check of toothed belt tensioner roller.

Note: 

 It is essential to replace toothed belt tensioner roller if 
malfunctions are found. This will avoid possible break-
downs or operating problems. replacement of toothed 
belt tensioner roller is a repair measure.  

 

- Using gauge belt tensioner VW 210 , measure toothed belt 
tension between camshaft gear and injection pump 
sprocket and write down value. 

- Turn crankshaft one rotation and repeat measurement.

Note: 

 For every control and adjustment work, engine must 
not be rotated via camshaft under any circumstances. 
Severe engine damage can occur if this is not 
observed.  

 

- Compare mean value from both measurements with 
specified value. 

Specified value: Scale value = 12 - 13

If current value is outside specified range, toothed belt must 
be tensioned as follows:

- Using pin wrench, i.e. Matra V 159, turn tensioner roller to 
right until specified value is reached (tightening torque 
tensioner roller 45 Nm). 
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- Install toothed belt cover. 

5-cyl. Diesel engine - engine code AAB with 
manual toothed belt adjustment: 

Special tools and equipment 

 Torque wrench V.A.G 1331/ (5 - 50 Nm)  
 

 Pin wrench V159  
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 Gauge belt tensioner VW 210  

 

- Remove toothed belt guard. 

- Loosen all securing bolts for tension bracket and 
generator at least one turn. 

- Remove tension bracket from coolant pump and press 
generator upward. 

- Using gauge belt tensioner VW 210 - A - , measure 
toothed belt tension between camshaft gear and injection 
pump sprocket and write down value. 

- Turn crankshaft one rotation and repeat measurement.

Note: 

 For every control and adjustment work, engine must 
not be rotated via camshaft under any circumstances. 
Severe engine damage can occur if this is not 
observed.  

 

- Compare mean value from both measurements with 
specified value. 

Specified value: Scale value = 12 - 13

If current value is outside specified range, toothed belt must 
be tensioned as follows:

- Loosen bolts - B - and tension toothed belt by turning 
coolant pump (i.e. using a screwdriver) to specified value. 

- Tighten mounting bolts to 20 Nm. 

- Bolt tension bracket onto coolant pump and adjust V-belt 
tension for generator  01-6, V-belt, checking condition 
and tension 
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- Install toothed belt cover. 

5-cyl. Diesel engine - engine code AAB with 
semi-automatic tensioner device: 

Special tools and equipment 

 Torque wrench V.A.G 1331/ (5 - 50 Nm)  
 

 32 mm ring wrench VAS 3355  
 

- Remove toothed belt guard. 

- Perform a visual check of toothed belt tensioner roller.
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Note: 

 It is essential to replace toothed belt tensioner roller if 
malfunctions are found. This will avoid possible break-
downs or operating problems. replacement of toothed 
belt tensioner roller is a repair measure.  

 

- Check whether both pointers - arrowB - face each other. 

If this is case: Toothed belt tension is OK!

If this is not case: 

- Loosen mounting nut for tensioner roller.

- Using 32 mm ring wrench VAS 3355 , turn tensioner roller 
clockwise to inner stop of tensioner roller. Next, turn back 
tensioner roller until both pointers - arrow B - face each 
other. 

- Tighten securing bolt of tensioner roller to 20 Nm.

- Install toothed belt cover. 

5-cyl Turbo-Diesel direct fuel injection engine -
engine code ACV: 

Special tools and equipment 
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 Hose clamp pliers V.A.G 1921/ for spring-type clamps 
 

 Torque wrench V.A.G 1331/ (5 - 50 Nm)  
 

 Water pump wrench V.A.G 1590/  
 

 32 mm ring wrench VAS 3355  
 

Perform following work procedure:

- Disconnect hose for crankshaft housing ventilation - 1 - . 

- Using hose clamp pliers V.A.G 1921/ , open hose clamps -
2 - and remove hose connection air filter/intake. 
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- Open fasteners of upper toothed belt cover and remove 
cover. 

- Check whether pointer - 1 - and marking tab - 2 - face 
each other. 

If pointer and marking tab face each other, test has ended.

If pointer and marking tab do not face each other, perform 
following work procedure:

Removing ribbed belt 

Engine codes ACV 

- Perform work procedure  Repair Manual 5 cyl.-Diesel 
engine, Mechanical; Repair Group 13; ribbed V-belt, 
removing and installing 

Continued for all engine codes 

- Pry off cap - 1 - and idler roller - 2 - . 
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- Remove belt pulley for hydraulic pump/power steering 
(use water pump wrench V.A.G 1590/ to loosen securing 
bolts). 

- Remove bolts - arrows - and remove lower toothed belt 
guard. 

- Loosen securing bolt of tensioner roller - 1 - approx. one 
turn. 

- Using ring wrench 3355, turn tensioner roller in direction of 
- arrow - until right edge of pointer - 2 - lines up right edge 
of pointer - 3 - . 

Note: 
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 For every control and adjustment work, engine must 
not be rotated via camshaft under any circumstances. 
Severe engine damage can occur if this is not 
observed.  

 
 right edge of pointer - 2 - must not be turned outward 

past edge of pointer - 3 - , otherwise there is danger of 
damage to tensioner roller. However, if it was turned 
excessively once, tensioner roller must be completely 
released and tensioned again. excentric may not just 
be turned back by measurement by which it was 
excessively turned.  

 

- Tighten securing bolt of tensioner roller - 1 - to 20 Nm. 

- Continue turning crankshaft two rotations in direction of 
engine rotation until cranshaft is at TDC for cylinder 1.

Note: 

 For every control and adjustment work, engine must 
not be rotated via camshaft under any circumstances. 
Severe engine damage can occur if this is not 
observed.  

 

- Check pointer position of tensioner roller again. If right 
edges of pointer - 1 - and - 2 - do not align, tensioning 
process must be repeated. 
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- Install lower toothed belt guard. 

- Install belt pulley for hydraulic pump/power steering.

- Install idler roller - 2 - and attach cap - 1 - . 

Install ribbed belt 

Engine codes ACV 

- Perform work procedure  Repair Manual 5 cyl.-Diesel 
engine, Mechanical; Repair Group 13; ribbed V-belt, 
removing and installing 

Ribbed V-belt routing: 
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Ribbed V-belt with A/C compressor - 3 -

Ribbed V-belt routing without A/C compressor

Continued for all engine codes 

- Install upper toothed belt guard. 

- Install hose connection of air filter housing/intake manifold 
and tighten hose clamps - 2 - using pliers for spring-type 
clamps hose clamp pliers V.A.G 1921/ . 

- Connect hose for crankshaft housing ventilation - 1 - . 

- Start engine and check belt path of ribbed V-belt.

Air cleaner, clean housing and replace filter 
element 

Perform following work procedure:

Vehicles without saturation display 

Vehicles with saturation display  01-6, Vehicles with 
saturation display 

- Loosen tensioning latch - 1 - . 
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- Press locking handle - 2 - downward and unhook. 

- Remove filter housing upward. 

- Clean filter housing and install new filter element.

- Insert filter housing. plastic tab, which is located at other 
end of insert must install into recess of receptacle.

- Tighten tensioning latch - 1 - . 

- Pull locking handle - 2 - - upward until it engages. -

Note: 

 Observe disposal regulations!  
 

Vehicles with saturation display 

Display is located in console below ashtray in instrument 
panel.

Ask customer whether air filter element has already been 
replaced between specified replacement intervals.

If this is case, customer must be asked whether he wishes 
to have another replacement of filter element at kilometer 
reading 60,000, 120,000 etc. after 24, 48 months etc.

Contamination level of air filter will be displayed as follows:

- If red area in display field reaches 75% mark, filter must 
be cleaned or replaced. 

Display must then be reset as follows:

- Turn button - A - to left. 
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After resetting, red area must no longer be visible in display 
field - B - . 

Fuel filter, replacing (diesel engine) 

Perform following work procedure:

- Loosen clamp screw - arrow - 1/2 turn and remove battery 
cover - 1 - (if installed). 

- Remove retaining clamp - 1 - . 

- Remove regulating valve - 2 - with attached fuel lines. 

Note: 

 Make sure that Diesel fuel does not come in contact 
with coolant hoses. Clean hoses immediately if 
necessary!  

 
 Observe disposal regulations!  
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- Open hose clamps and disconnect fuel hoses - 3 - and - 4
- from hose connections. 

- Press old filter - arrow - upward and remove. 

- Fill new filter with clean Diesel fuel. Thus engine can be 
started faster. 

- Insert new filter from above and press downward.

- Install new O-ring for regulating valve.

- Remove regulating valve - 2 - with attached fuel lines. 

- Install retaining clamp - 1 - . 

- Connect fuel hoses - 3 - and - 4 - to hose connections. 
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Note: 

 Direction of flow is indicated by - arrows - (do not 
interchange connections).  

 

- Secure all fuel hoses with hose clamps.

- Start engine and perform a visual check of fuel system for 
leaks. 

- Accelerate several times, afterwards fuel must flow without 
bubbles through transparent hose at idle.

- Install battery cover. 

Fuel filter, drain water (Diesel engine) 

Perform following work procedure:

- Loosen clamp screw - arrow - 1/2 turn and remove battery 
cover - 1 - (if installed). 

- Remove retaining clamp - 1 - . 
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- Remove regulating valve - 2 - with attached fuel lines. 

- Open dewatering screw - arrow - of fuel filter. 

Note: 

 Observe disposal regulations!  
 

- Let approx. 100 cm 3 of fluid drain from dewatering bolt - 
C - . 

- Tighten dewatering bolt of fuel filter.

- Install new O-ring for regulating valve.

- Remove regulating valve - 2 - with attached fuel lines. 

- Install retaining clamp - 1 - . 

- Start engine and perform a visual check of fuel system for 
leaks. 
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- Accelerate several times, afterward fuel must flow through 
transparent hose - 5 - without bubbles at idle. 

Automatic transmission, checking ATF level 

In order to be able to check oil level of automatic 
transmission, oil temperature must be measured. oil 
temperature can be measured in two different ways:

 using Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/  01-6, Check oil 
temperature of automatic transmission using VAG 
1551  

 

or the

 Vehicle Diagnostic, Test and Information System VAS 
5051/  01-6, Check oil temperature of automatic 
transmission using VAS 5051 .  

 

Vehicles 01.95  with 01P transmission 

Check ATF level as follows:

Check oil temperature of automatic transmission 
using VAG 1551 
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Special tools and equipment 

 VAG1551 Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/  
 

 Diagnostic cable V.A.G 1551/1 (vehicles  12.95)  
 

 Adapter cable V.A.G 1551/3 A (vehicles 01.96  )  
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 ATF filler tool V.A.G 1924/  
 

Test requirements 

 Transmission not in emergency running mode, ATF 
temperature not above approx. 30  C  

 
 Vehicle on level ground.  

 
 Selector lever in "P"  

 

- Engage parking brake.

Perform following work procedure:

- Secure container of ATF filler tool V.A.G 1924/ to vehicle. 

12.95  vehicles 

- Open cover of relay carrier. 
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- Connect tester V.A.G 1551/ with diagnostic wire V.A.G 
1551/1 to diagnostic connectors above relay station with 
ignition switched off as follows: 

- First, connect black connector - 2 - for voltage supply of 
Scan Tool (ST) to black Data Link Connector (DLC). 

Note: 

 Do not connect white connector if there is no 
indication on display! If this occurs, check voltage 
supply for Scan Tool (repair measure).  

 

- Connect white connector - 3 - at white Diagnostic Link 
Connector (DLC). (blue connector is not required.) 

Vehicles 01.96  

- Unclip cover for diagnostic connector at right, next to 
instrument cluster. 

- Connect Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/ with ignition 
switched off using adapter cable V.A.G 1551/3 A . 

Vehicles 09.98  

- Fold open cover for Data Link Connector (DLC) in lower 
trim of steering column.
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- Connect Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/ to Data Link 
Connectors (DLCs) with ignition switched off using adapter 
cable V.A.G 1551/3 A . 

Continued for all vehicles:

- Start engine and let run at idle. 

At Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/ : 

Indicated on display:

VAG - On Board Diagnostic (OBD) HELP  
1- Rapid data transfer*  

or

VAG - On Board Diagnostic (OBD) HELP  
2- Blink code output*  

* Two operating modes are displayed alternately

- Press button 1 to select "Rapid data transfer" operating 
mode. 

Indicated on display:

Rapid data transfer HELP  
Enter address word XX  

- buttons 0 and 2 press. "02" is address word for 
"Transmission Electronics" . 

Indicated on display:

Rapid data transfer Q  
02 Transmission Electronics  

- Press Q button to confirm input. 

Indicated on display:
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01P927733Q AG4 transmission 01P 2937  
Coding 00000 WSC 00000  

Control module identification, coding, and Workshop Code 
(WSC) of Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/ are indicated: 

If displayed:

Control module not responding! HELP  

- Press HELP button to print out an overview of all of 
possible malfunction causes. 

- Enter address word 02 for Transmission Electronics again 
after repairing malfunction and press Q button to confirm. 

Indicated on display:

01P927733Q AG4 transmission 01P 2937  
Coding 00000 WSC 00000  

-  Press button. 

- Raise vehicle. 

- Place appropriate receptacle underneath transmission.

Indicated on display:

Rapid data transfer HELP  
Select function XX  

- Buttons 0 and 8 press. (Press 08 to select "Read 
measuring value block" function.) 

Indicated on display:

Rapid data transfer Q  
08 - Read measuring value block  

- Press Q button to confirm input. 

Indicated on display:

Read measuring value block  
Enter display group number XXX  

- Press buttons -0-, -0- and -5-. (Press 005 to select 
"Display group number 005" .) 

Indicated on display:

Read measuring value block Q  
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Enter display group number 005 

- Press Q button to confirm input. 

Indicated on display:

Read measuring value block 5 ->  

30  C 0011011 0 900 RPM  

First display field displays ATF temperature.

- Bring ATF to test temperature. 

- Check oil level  01-6, Check oil level . 

Check oil temperature of automatic transmission 
using VAS 5051 

Required special tools and equipment 

 Vehicle Diagnostic, Test and Information System VAS 
5051/  

 
 Diagnostic cable, 5m without voltage supply VAS 

5051/3  
 

 ATF filler tool V.A.G 1924/  
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Test requirements 

 Transmission not in emergency running mode, ATF 
temperature not above approx. 30  C  

 
 Vehicle on level ground.  

 
 Selector lever in "P"  

 

- Engage parking brake.

Perform following work procedure:

- Secure container of ATF filler tool V.A.G 1924/ to vehicle. 

12.95  vehicles 

- Fold down cover in front of relay carrier.

- First connect black connector for voltage supply of adapter 
for older vehicles VAS 5051/2 to black Data Link Connector 
(DLC). 
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- Connect white connector at white diagnostic connection.

Vehicles 01.96  

- Unclip cover for diagnostic connector at right, next to 
instrument cluster. 

- Connect VAS5051 tester VAS 5051/ with ignition switched 
off using diagnostic cable, 5m without voltage supply VAS 
5051/3 . 

Vehicles 08.98  

- Fold open cover for Data Link Connector (DLC) in lower 
trim of steering column.

- Connect VAS5051 tester VAS 5051/ with ignition switched 
off using diagnostic cable, 5m without voltage supply VAS 
5051/3 . 

Continued for all vehicles:
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- Start engine and let run at idle. 

Indicated on display:

Select operating mode: 

- Press button for "vehicle On Board Diagnostic (OBD)" on 
display - arrow - . 

Note: 

 If indications shown in work procedure are not 
indicated on display:  User manual for VAS5051 
tester  
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Indicated on display:

Select vehicle system: 

- Press "02 - Transmission electronics" - arrow - on display. 

Indicated on display:

Control module identification and coding will be displayed -
arrow - . 

- Raise vehicle. 

- Place appropriate receptacle underneath transmission.

Indicated on display:

- Press "08 - Read measuring value block" - arrow - on 
display. 

Indicated on display:

- On number block of display - arrow - , press 005 (005 
selects "Display group number 005" ). 
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- Confirm entry with Q button on display number block.

Indicated on display:

Display field - 1 - displays ATF temperature. 

- Bring ATF to test temperature. Specified value: 35 to 45 
C 

Only continue with test when temperature is reached.

- Check oil level  01-6, Check oil level . 

Check oil level 

Required special tools and equipment 
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 Torque wrench V.A.G 1331/ (5 - 50 Nm)  
 

Test temperature: 95  F (35 C) to 113 F (45 
C) 

- Remove locking bolt - arrow 1 - in oil pan for ATF check. 

ATF present in overflow tube - arrow 2 - runs off. 

If ATF drips from hole: 

ATF must not be topped off.

- If ATF level is checked, sealing ring - arrow - of locking 
bolt for ATF check must always be replaced. 
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- Tighten locking bolt - arrow 1 - with new seal to 15 Nm. 
Herewith, ATF test ends. 

- End output at 1551 or at 5051 and disconnect diagnostic 
harness connector. 

If only ATF present in overflow tube runs out of 
hole: 

Top off ATF 

- Remove cap - arrow - with a screwdriver for protection of 
sealing plug. While doing so, locking mechanism of cap will 
be destroyed, therefore always replace cap. 

Note: 

 With some transmissions a cap with a clip bolting 
device is installed. This cap can be reused.  

 

- Remove sealing plug from filler tube.
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- Add ATF using ATF filler tool V.A.G 1924/ until ATF exits 
from check hole - arrow - . 

Fill up only following VW ATF:

Container size 0.5 L -part number G 052 162 A1

Container size 1.0 L -part number G 052 162 A2

Note: 

 Adding to little or too much ATF impairs functioning of 
transmission.  

 

- Tighten locking bolt - arrow 1 - with new seal to 15 Nm. 

- Plug sealing plugs onto filler tube until locking straps 
engage, or 

- Plug sealing plugs onto filler tube and secure with a new 
cap - arrow 2 - . 

- Lock cap. 

Note: 

 Cap without clip bolting device must always be 
replaced. cap secures sealing plug.  

 
 With some transmissions a cap with a clip bolting 

device is installed. This cap can be reused.  
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- End output at 1551 or at 5051 and disconnect diagnostic 
harness connector. 

Automatic transmission, changing ATF 

- Perform work procedure  Repair Manual, Automatic 
Transmission 01P; Repair Group 37; operation, housing; 
ATF level, checking and topping off 

ATF, replacing (automatic transmission) 

Automatic transmission 098 - arrow 2 -

In order to be able to check oil level of automatic 
transmission, oil temperature must be measured. oil 
temperature can be measured in two different ways:
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 Using Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/  01-6, Check oil 
temperature of automatic transmission using VAG 
1551  

 

or the

 Vehicle Diagnostic, Test and Information System VAS 
5051/  01-6, Check oil temperature of automatic 
transmission using VAS 5051  

 

Special tools and equipment 

 V.A.G1358A  
 

 Probe V.A.G 1358 A 2  
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 Torque wrench V.A.G 1331/ (5 - 50 Nm)  
 

- Extract ATF using probe V.A.G 1358 A 2 and 
V.A.G1358A . 

Note: 

 Observe disposal regulations!  
 

 Engine must not be started without ATF and vehicle 
must not be towed!  

 
 If necessary, remove existing ATF filter and install 

conversion kit 096 498 067 (banjo fitting and sealing 
ring):  

 

- Remove ATF filler tube from oil pan.

- Remove oil pan with ATF-strainer. 

- Remove spacers from old oil pan seal.

- Clean oil pan. 

Pay attention to cleanliness during following 
installation!

- Snap new seal into new ATF-strainer.

- Snap removed spacers into new oil pan seal.

- Install new ATF-strainer with new seal. Tightening torque 
for securing bolts: 8 Nm. 

- Install oil pan with new seal. Make sure that spacers are 
fastened. Tightening torque for securing bolts: 12 Nm.

- Installing ATF filler tube 

- Next, add 3.0L ATF (replacement capacity) using a funnel.

Note: 

 To wipe dipstick off a lint-free cloth must be used!  
 

 Only ATF with designation DEXTRON may be topped 
off and do not use any additional lubricant!  

 

- Shift once into all selector lever positions while standing 
and with engine running. 
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- Check ATF level using dipstick. 

Test requirements:

 Vehicle on level ground  
 

 Hand brake is engaged  
 

 Selector lever in "P"  
 

 Engine running at idle.  
 

- ATF must be filled up in cold condition at least up to 20  
C-marking, otherwise add ATF. 

Check oil temperature of automatic transmission 
using VAG 1551 

Special tools and equipment 
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 Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/  
 

 Diagnostic cable V.A.G 1551/1  
 

- Bring ATF to a temperature of 50 ... 70  C. temperature 
will be measured using Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/ as 
follows: 

- Let engine run at idle.

- Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/ , connecting  01-6, Connect 
VAG1551 Scan Tool (ST) 

- Press button -1- to select "Rapid data transfer" operating 
mode. 

- Press buttons 0 and 2 for address word "Transmission 
electronics" and confirm input with Q button. 

-  Press button. 

- Press buttons 0 and 8 for function "Read measuring value 
block" and confirm input with Q button. 

- Press buttons 0 and 5 for "display group number" and 
press Q button to confirm input. 

ATF temperature in  C appears in display field 1 (exact 
measuring value only starting from 50 C). 
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Read measuring value block 1  
1 2 3 4  

- Press  button at Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/ . 

- Check ATF level at a temperature of 50 ... 70  C using 
dipstick. ATF level must be between min. and max. marking 
of dipstick. 

- If ATF level is too low, add ATF using a funnel.

- If ATF level is too high, extract ATF using probe V.A.G 
1358 A 2 and V.A.G1358A . 

- Shift once into all selector lever positions while standing 
and with engine running. 

- Check ATF level again (at 50 ... 70 C) 

Check oil temperature of automatic transmission 
using VAS 5051 

Required special tools and equipment 

 Vehicle Diagnostic, Test and Information System VAS 
5051/  

 
 Diagnostic cable, 5m without voltage supply VAS 

5051/3  
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12.95  vehicles 

- Fold down cover in front of relay carrier.

- First connect black connector for voltage supply of adapter 
for older vehicles VAS 5051/2 to black Data Link Connector 
(DLC). 

- Connect white connector at white diagnostic connection.

Vehicles 01.96  

- Unclip cover for diagnostic connector at right, next to 
instrument cluster. 

- Connect VAS5051 tester VAS 5051/ with ignition switched 
off using diagnostic cable, 5m without voltage supply VAS 
5051/3 . 

Vehicles 08.98  

- Fold open cover for Data Link Connector (DLC) in lower 
trim of steering column.

- Connect VAS5051 tester VAS 5051/ with ignition switched 
off using diagnostic cable, 5m without voltage supply VAS 
5051/3 . 
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Continued for all vehicles:

- Start engine and let run at idle. 

Indicated on display:

Select operating mode: 

- Press button for "vehicle On Board Diagnostic (OBD)" on 
display - arrow - . 

Note: 

 If indications shown in work procedure are not 
indicated on display:  User manual for VAS5051 
tester  
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Indicated on display:

Select vehicle system: 

- Press "02 - Transmission electronics" - arrow - on display. 

Indicated on display:

Control module identification and coding will be displayed -
arrow - . 

- Raise vehicle. 

- Place appropriate receptacle underneath transmission.

Indicated on display:
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- Press "08 - Read measuring value block" - arrow - on 
display. 

Indicated on display:

- On number block of display - arrow - , press 005 (005 
selects "display group number 005" ). 

- Confirm entry with Q button on display number block.

Indicated on display:

Display field - 1 - displays ATF temperature. 

- Bring ATF to test temperature. Specified value: 50 to 70 
C 

- Check ATF level at a temperature of 50 ... 70  C using 
dipstick. ATF level must be between min. and max. marking 
of dipstick. 

Only continue with test when temperature is reached.

- If ATF level is too low, add ATF using a funnel.

- If ATF level is too high, extract ATF using probe V.A.G 
1358 A 2 and V.A.G1358A . 

- Shift once into all selector lever positions while standing 
and with engine running. 
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- Check ATF level again (at 50 ... 70 C) 

Power assisted steering, check oil level 

Perform following work procedure:

- With engine not running, bring front wheels into straight-
ahead position. 

Oil level between min. and max. marking.

- If necessary, top off with following oil: G 002 000 or G 002 
000 A8 

Note: 

 If oil level has dropped to min.-marking, power 
assisted steering must be checked (repair measure). 
It is not enough to simply top off with fluid.  

 

Brake fluid, changing 

Special tools and equipment 
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 brake filling and bleeding tool V.A.G 1869/  
 

 Brake pedal depressor V.A.G 1869/2  
 

 11 mm bleeder wrench VAS 3237  
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 Torque wrench V.A.G 1331/ (5 - 50 Nm)  

 
 Bleeder bottle  

 

Use only new brake fluid with part number B 000 700 A. 
(corresponds to US standard FMVSS 116 DOT 4)

Caution!  

 NEVER bring brake fluid into contact with fluids 
containing mineral oil (oil, gasoline, cleaning 
fluids). Oils containing minerals damage seals and 
sleeves on brake systems.  

 
 Brake fluid is poisonous. Due to it's caustic 

nature, it must also never be brought into contact 
with paint.  

 
 Brake fluid is hygroscopic, meaning that it 

absorbs moisture from surrounding air, and must 
therefore always be stored in air-tight containers.  

 
 Rinse off any spilled brake fluid using plenty of 

water.  
 

 Observe disposal regulations!
 

Perform following work procedure:

- Using a bleeder bottle with integrated strainer, extract as 
much brake fluid as possible from brake fluid reservoir.

Caution!  

Do not reuse, (used) extracted brake fluid.

Observe operating instructions for brake filling and bleeding 
tool V.A.G 1869/ ! 

- Connect brake filling and bleeding tool V.A.G 1869/ to 
brake fluid reservoir (do not switch on yet). 
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- Insert brake pedal depressor V.A.G 1869/2 between 
driver's seat and brake pedal and pre-tension. 

Manual transmission with codes 02B 

Manual transmission with code 02G  01-6, Manual 
transmission with code 02G 

- Remove noise insulation pan below engine and 
transmission if installed.

- Connect vent hose - A - to slave cylinder - arrow - . 

- Switch on brake filling and bleeding tool V.A.G 1869/ . 

- Open bleeder screw of clutch slave cylinder and allow 
approx. 100 cm 3 of brake fluid to drain out. Close bleeder 
screw. 

- Remove bleeder hose of catch reservoir.

Manual transmission with code 02G 

- Remove noise insulation pan below engine and 
transmission if installed.

- Connect bleeder hose - A - at bleeder valve - D - in engine 
compartment. 

- Switch on brake filling and bleeding tool V.A.G 1869/ . 
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- Open bleeder valve and allow approx. 100 cm 3 of brake 
fluid to drain. Close bleeder valve. 

- After ending change procedure in engine compartment, 
connect bleeder hose - A - to bleeder valve - arrow - below 
transmission. 

- Open bleeder valve and allow approx. 100 cm 3 of brake 
fluid to drain, close bleeder valve. 

- Remove bleeder hose of catch reservoir.

- Tighten bleeder valve to 10 Nm 

Continued for all vehicles

- Open bleeder screws of respective brake caliper and let 
corresponding amount of brake fluid (see table below) flow 
out. action of pumping in new brake fluid flushes used brake 
fluid out of system. 

Sequence:  
wheel brake 
cylinder,  
brake calipers 

Brake fluid quantity which must flow out of wheel brake cylinders or 
brake calipers:

Right rear 0.4 to 0.5 liters
Left rear 0.4 to 0.5 liters
Right front 0.4 to 0.5 liters
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Left front 0.4 to 0.5 liters

Total quantity: approx. 2 liter

- Switch off brake filling and bleeding tool V.A.G 1869/ . 

- Disconnect connection on brake fluid reservoir and 
remove brake pedal depressor. 

- Check pedal pressure and brake pedal free play. Free 
play: max. 1/3 of pedal travel 

- Depress clutch pedal several times.

Brake fluid level (depending on brake pad 
wear), checking 

Use only new brake fluid with part number B 000 700 A. 
(corresponds to US standard FMVSS 116 DOT 4)

Caution!  

 NEVER bring brake fluid into contact with fluids 
containing mineral oil (oil, gasoline, cleaning 
fluids). Oils containing minerals damage seals and 
sleeves on brake systems.  

 
 Brake fluid is poisonous. Due to it's caustic 

nature, it must also never be brought into contact 
with paint.  

 
 Brake fluid is hygroscopic, meaning that it 

absorbs moisture from surrounding air, and must 
therefore always be stored in air-tight containers.  

 
 Rinse off any spilled brake fluid using plenty of 

water.  
 

 Observe disposal regulations!
 

Note following:

Delivery inspection: 

For delivery inspection, fluid level must be at max.-marking.

Note: 

 To mkae sure that brake fluid will not overflow 
reservoir max. marking must not be exceeded.  
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Inspection service: 

- Fluid level must always be judged in conjunction with 
brake pad wear. When vehicle is in use, fluid level tends to 
drop slightly due to brake pad wear and automatic 
adjustment. 

- When fluid level is at min. marking or just above, it is not 
necessary to top off if brake pad wear limit is almost 
reached. 

- If pads are new or well above wear limit, then fluid level 
must be between min. and max. markings.

- If fluid level is below min. marking, brake system must be 
checked before brake fluid is added (repair measure).

Battery, check battery terminals for secure 
seating 

Special tools and equipment 

 Torque wrench V.A.G 1331/ (5 - 50 Nm)  
 

Check secondary battery 

Perform following work procedure:

Note: 

 Tight fitting battery terminals guarantee proper 
function and a long battery service life.  
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- Loosen clamp screw - arrow - 1/2 turn and remove battery 
cover - 1 - (if installed). 

- Check battery terminal clamps are seated securely on 
battery terminals by moving battery positive wire - 1 - and 
battery Ground (GND) wire - 2 - to and fro by hand. 

Caution!  

If battery clamp is not seated securely on positive 
terminal, disconnect battery Ground (GND) strap on 
battery negative terminal first, to prevent possible 
accidents.

If battery clamp on positive terminal is not seated 
securely: 

- Disconnect battery Ground (GND) strap at battery 
negative terminal first - 2 - . 

- Tighten battery clamp on battery positive terminal to 5 Nm.
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- Re-connect battery Ground (GND) strap to battery 
negative pole - 2 - and also tighten to 5 Nm. 

If battery clamp on negative terminal is not 
seated securely: 

- Tighten battery clamp - 2 - on battery negative terminal to 
5 Nm. 

Check secondary battery 

Note: 

 Tight fitting battery terminals guarantee proper 
function and a long battery service life.  

 

- Slide driver's seat forward up to stop by operating lever - 1
- . 
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If battery clamp is not seated securely on positive 
terminal, disconnect battery Ground (GND) strap on 
battery negative terminal first, to prevent possible 
accidents.

If battery clamp on positive terminal is not seated 
securely: 

- Disconnect battery Ground (GND) strap at battery 
negative terminal first - 2 - . 

- Tighten battery clamp on battery positive terminal to 5 Nm.

- Close cover cap on battery positive pole.
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- Re-connect battery Ground (GND) strap to battery 
negative pole - 2 - and also tighten to 5 Nm. 

- Tighten battery clamp - 2 - on battery negative terminal to 
5 Nm. 

Battery, checking 

Special tools and equipment 

 Torque wrench V.A.G 1331/ (5 - 50 Nm)  
 

 Battery tester with printer VAS 5097/A  
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or

- )  
 

 Commercially available hydrometer (used only to 
extract excess battery acid)  

 

 Battery fill bottle VAS 5045/  
 

Delivery inspection (batteries with "magic eye" ) 

Perform a visual check  01-6, Performing visual check (all 
batteries) and check battery condition via "magic eye"  
01-6, Checking batteries / batteries with magic eye and with 
top-sealed battery cell plugs . 

Delivery inspection (batteries without "magic 
eye" ) 
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Perform a visual check  01-6, Performing visual check (all 
batteries) and a battery load test  01-6, Battery load 
check . 

Inspection service (batteries with "magic eye" ) 

Perform a visual check  01-6, Performing visual check (all 
batteries) and check battery condition via "magic eye"  
01-6, Checking batteries / batteries with magic eye and with 
top-sealed battery cell plugs . 

Inspection service (batteries without "magic 
eye" ) 

Perform a visual check  01-6, Performing visual check (all 
batteries) and check electrolyte level  01-6, Checking acid 
level (batteries without magic eye) . If topping up with 
distilled water was required, also perform a battery load test 

 01-6, Battery load check . 

Performing visual check (all batteries) 

Perform following work procedure:

Check secondary battery 

- Loosen clamp screw - arrow - 1/2 turn and remove battery 
cover - 1 - (if installed). 

- Check battery housing for damage. Battery acid can leak 
out if housing is damaged. 

- Check battery terminals (battery terminal connections) for 
damage. If battery terminals are damaged, contact with 
wiring connections cannot be guaranteed. This can cause a 
cable fire and interfere with function of electrical system.

- Check battery for secure seating, tighten securing bolt -
arrow - on retaining bracket to 25 Nm if necessary. 

- Check vacuum lines for damage (for vehicles with 
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gasoline engine to control module, for vehicles with Diesel 
engine lines to idle enrichment valve).

If battery is not securely seated, following dangers exist:

 Shortened service life due to damage from vibration 
(danger of explosion).  

 
 If battery is not secured properly normal shock and 

vibration can damage battery plates, which results in 
premature battery failure.  

 
 Battery casing can be damaged by fastening clip (this 

might possibly allow acid to escape from battery, 
which would have severe consequences).  

 
 Poor crash safety.  

 

Secondary battery 

- Slide driver's seat forward up to stop by operating lever - 1
- . 

- Pivot lever - 2 - upward and slide seat all way forward -
past stop-. 

- Check battery housing for damage. Battery acid can leak 
out if housing is damaged. 

- Check battery terminals (battery terminal connections) for 
damage. If battery terminals are damaged, contact with 
wiring connections cannot be guaranteed. This can cause a 
cable fire and interfere with function of electrical system.
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- Check battery for secure seating, tighten securing bolt - 1 -
on retaining bracket to 20 Nm if necessary. 

If battery is not securely seated, following dangers exist:

 Shortened service life due to damage from vibration 
(danger of explosion).  

 
 If battery is not secured properly normal shock and 

vibration can damage battery plates, which results in 
premature battery failure.  

 
 Battery casing can be damaged by fastening clip (this 

might possibly allow acid to escape from battery, 
which would have severe consequences).  

 
 Poor crash safety.  

 

Checking batteries / batteries with magic eye and 
with top-sealed battery cell plugs 

Checking battery / batteries with magic eye and without 
battery cell plugs  01-6, Checking battery / batteries with 
magic eye and without battery cell plugs
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Magic eye - arrow - gives information regarding acid level 
and charge level of battery. 

Reading colored display of "magic eye" will therefore be 
more accurate. 

Note: 

 Magic eye can be located at various positions on 
battery.  

 
 Three different color indications are possible:  

 

Green  battery is sufficiently charged. 

Black  no charge or charge too low (repair measure). 

Colorless or yellow  critical acid level reached, distilled 
water must be topped up  01-6, Topping off distilled water 
(batteries with magic eye) . Then, perform a battery load 
test  01-6, Battery load check . 

Note: 

 If battery is older than 5 years and magic eye is a light 
color or a yellow like color then replace battery after 
consulting customer.  

 

Battery load check 

Note: 

 When using battery tester with printer VAS 5097 A or 
battery tester with printer VAS 5097/ it is not 
necessary to remove battery. You also do not have to 
disconnect battery.  
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- Switch ignition off. 

Clips must make good contact with battery terminals.

- load current varies depending on battery capacity, and has
to be adjusted on tester.  User manual for battery tester 

- Perform battery load test according to user manual for 
battery tester and compare test printout - arrow - with 
following table. 

Remarks concerning test printout:

1 - Measuring range set on tester 

2 - Diagram ( arrow indicates battery state)  

3 - Test result 

4 - Battery voltage while load test is running 

5 - Vehicle data and date (to be completed by person 
performing test) 

Note: 

 Test printout is required for warranty claims.  
 

Printout from battery tester Delivery  
inspection 

Inspection  
service 

Starting output very good Battery OK Battery OK
Starting output good Recharge battery 1) Battery OK

Starting output sufficient Recharge battery 1) Recharge battery 2) 
Starting output poor Recharge battery 1) Recharge battery 2) 
Starting output very poor Recharge battery 1) Recharge battery 2) 

1) 2)
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After recharging battery, perform a battery load test again.

1) If after charging, display shows "starting output good, 
starting output sufficient, starting output poor, starting 
output very poor or Not testable" , replace battery. 

2) If after charging, display shows "starting output sufficient, 
starting output poor, starting output very poor or Not 
testable" , replace battery after consulting customer. 

Explanation for battery load test:

Because of high load on battery during this test (a high 
current flows) battery voltage lowers.

If battery is in good condition, voltage drops only to 
minimum voltage.

If battery is faulty or only faintly charged, battery voltage will 
drop rapidly to below displayed minimum voltage.

After test has been performed, voltage will remain at this 
low value for a long time, and will climb back up only very 
slowly.

Topping off distilled water (batteries with magic 
eye) 

To avoid electrolyte impurities, which can increase self-
discharge of battery, only distilled water may be added to 
increase acid level.

Perform following work procedure:

- Remove foil over sealing plug. 

- Unscrew battery sealing plugs. 

- Using battery fill bottle VAS 5045/ fill with distilled water up 
to max.-marking. 

Note: 

 Construction of filler tube of battery filler bottle VAS 
5045/ prevents overfilling of battery cells and escaping 
of battery acid. When max. fill level is reached, inflow 
of distilled water into cells is interrupted.  

 
 Too low an electrolyte level (below min.-marking) 

causes a loss of battery capacity (power), due to cell 
plates drying out. If cell-plates are not surrounded with 
electrolyte (sulfuric acid), plates, plate straps, and cell 
connectors will corrode. battery will not function as a 
consequence of this corrosion. battery becomes 
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unusable.  
 

 If electrolyte level is too high (above max.-marking), 
electrolyte (a mixture of sulfuric acid and water) 
escapes and causes damage outside battery, for 
example to functional parts in engine compartment.  

 

- Screw in battery sealing plugs. 

Checking acid level (batteries without magic eye) 

Markings on battery housing - arrow -

Note: 

 Maintaining correct electrolyte level in battery is an 
important factor affecting length of battery's service 
life.  

 

Electrolyte level too low 

Note: 

 Too low an electrolyte level (below min.-marking) 
causes a loss of battery capacity (power), due to cell 
plates drying out. If cell-plates are not surrounded with 
electrolyte (sulfuric acid), plates, plate straps, and cell 
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connectors will corrode. battery will not function as a 
consequence of this corrosion. battery becomes 
unusable.  

 

- Using battery fill bottle VAS 5045/ fill with distilled water up 
to max.-marking. 

Note: 

 cConstruction of filler tube of battery filler bottle VAS 
5045/ prevents overfilling of battery cells and escaping 
of battery acid. When max. fill level is reached, inflow 
of distilled water into cells is interrupted.  

 

- Screw in battery sealing plugs. 

Electrolyte level too high 

Note: 

 If electrolyte level is too high (above max.-marking), 
electrolyte (a mixture of sulfuric acid and water) 
escapes and causes damage outside battery, for 
example to functional parts in engine compartment.  

 

- Unscrew battery sealing plugs. 

At an acid level that is too high (overfilling), i.e. it lies above 
inner acid level marking (plastic plug) or above exterior 
max.-marking: 

- Use hydrometer (⇒ illustration) to extract off electrolyte 
until level has reached mark on plastic peg or maximum 
mark. 

Note: 

 Observe disposal regulations!  
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- Screw in battery sealing plugs. 

Checking battery / batteries with magic eye and 
without battery cell plugs 

These batteries can be recognized by "magic eye" - 1 - and 
a cover - 2 - (as shown in illustration). 

Note: 

 "magic eye" can be located at various positions on 
battery.  

 

Caution!  

cover is used only for filling during production. Cover 
must not be removed under any circumstances, 
otherwise battery may be damaged. battery becomes 
unusable.

Magic eye gives information regarding acid level and 
charge level of battery.

- Before performing a visual check, lightly and carefully tap 
onto magic eye using a screwdriver handle.

Air bubbles, which can affect display, are dispersed by 
doing this.

Reading colored display of "magic eye" will therefore be 
more accurate. Three different color indications are 
possible: 

- Green  battery is sufficiently charged. 
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- Black  no charge or charge too low, battery must be 
charged (repair measure). 

- Colorless or yellow battery must be replaced. 

Engine basic setting, performing 

Engine code AAF (  12.92)  01-6, Engine codes: AAF ( 12.92)  

Engine codes: AAF (  12.92) 

Note: 

 All test requirements and data required for engine 
basic setting:  Emissions test  

 
 When checking DTC memory, recognized 

malfunctions (engine electronics) must be repaired 
and DTC memory then erased.  

 
 Ignition system wiring (including high voltage wiring) 

should only be connected and disconnected with 
ignition switched off to prevent injuries to personnel 
and/or damage to ignition and injection system.  

 

Connecting test unit 

 Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/ must be connected.  
 

- Remove distributor cap from distributor.
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- Connect ignition tester V.A.G 1767/ or ignition tester 
V.A.G1367/8 using trigger pliers V.A.G 1367 with ignition 
switched off. 

- Install distributor cap.

Note: 

 On some vehicles, a TDC-sensor is installed as 
standard equipment. To connect TDC-sensor, use 
adapter cable V.A.G 1367/9 or TDC-connection ( type 
II ) V.A.G 1767/4  

 

- Connect 4-component emission-tester V.A.G 1787/(D) or 
4 - component emission tester V.A.G 1788/(D) with hose 
from hose adapter V.A.G 1363/3 at CO-measuring tube or 
connect CO-tester V.A.G 1363 A with hose adapter V.A.G 
1363/3 to CO-measuring tube. 

- Disconnect crankcase housing ventilation hose - 1 - from 
pressure control valve - 2 - and route in such a way that 
only fresh air can be taken in. 

Test sequence 

- Start engine and let run at idle. 
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- Disconnect connector from Engine Coolant Temperature 
(ECT) Sensor (2-pin, blue) - arrow - with throttle valve 
closed 

Note: 

 If engine stops, reconnect Engine Coolant 
Temperature (ECT) Sensor before restarting. 
Otherwise control module performs an emergency 
running program and a correct test/adjustment is not 
possible.  

 

- Ignition timing at 2000 - Check 2500 RPM, adjust ignition 
timing by turning distributor if necessary.

Note: 

 Ignition timing will be displayed directly at ignition 
tester via TDC-sensor.  

 
 Ignition timing notch must be flashed using a timing 

light.  
 

- A - - Manual transmission 

- B - - Automatic transmission 
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- Check idle speed and CO-content (at idle) and if 
necessary, correct by alternately turning adjustment screw.

- A - - CO-adjustment screw 

- B - - Idle speed adjustment screw 

- Connect connector at Engine Coolant Temperature (ECT) 
Sensor. 

- Secure CO-adjustment screw with new securing cap.

At Scan Tool (ST) V.A.G 1551/ : 

- Press button -1- to select "Rapid data transfer" operating 
mode. 

- Press buttons 0 and 1 for address word "Engine 
electronics" , and confirm input with Q button. 

-  Press button. 

- Press buttons 0 and 2 for function "Check DTC memory" 
and confirm input with Q button. 

-  Press button. 

- Press buttons 0 and 5 for function "Erase DTC memory" 
and confirm input with Q button. 

-  Press button. 

- Press buttons 0 and 6 for function "End output" and 
confirm input with Q button. 

- Let engine cool down and remove distributor cap.

- Remove TDC-sensor for ignition tester 1367 or 1767.

- Install distributor cap.

After completing engine basic setting, note following:
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 Operate assemblies e.g. power assisted steering, 
automatic transmission, air conditioning system and 
check that engine operates smoothly under these load 
conditions.  

 
 Reconnect all hoses, connections that have been 

disconnected or separated for checking and adjusting 
purposes.  

 

Idle speed, check (Diesel engine) 

(except engine code ACV) 

Special tools and equipment 

 Ignition tester V.A.G 1767/  
 

or

 Ignition tester V.A.G 1367  
 

Note: 

 Test- and adjustment requirements and specified 
values  Emissions test  

 

- Ignition tester V.A.G 1367 or Ignition tester V.A.G 1767/

4-cyl. engine:
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- Check idle speed and if necessary, adjust by turning idle 
speed adjusting screw - A - . 

5-cyl. engine (engine code AAB  03.96): 

- Check idle speed and if necessary, adjust by turning idle 
speed adjusting screw - A - . 

5-cyl. engine (engine codes AAB 04.96 ): 

- Check idle speed and if necessary, adjust by turning idle 
speed adjusting screw - 1 - . 

- Secure adjusting screw. 
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Headlight alignment, checking and adjusting 

Special tools and equipment 

 Headlight adjuster  
 

Following test- and adjustment instructions are applicable to 
all countries. But national legislation and regulations of 
respective country is to be adhered to.

Test- and adjustment requirements:

 Tire pressure OK.  
 

 Lenses must not be damaged or dirty.  
 

 Reflectors OK.  
 

 Vehicle load must be established.  
 

Load: With one person or 165 lbs (75 kg) on driver's seat 
with otherwise unloaded vehicle (curb weight).

Curb weight is weight of vehicle ready for operation with 
completely filled fuel tank (at least 90 %), including weight 
of all equipment items carried for operation (e.g. spare 
wheel, tool, vehicle jack, fire extinguisher etc.).

If fuel tank is not filled to at least 90 %, establish load as 
follows:

- Check fill level of fuel tank via fuel gauge - arrow - . 
Determine additional weight according to following table 
and place weight in luggage compartment. 

Table of filling quantity: 

Fill level of  
fuel gauge 

Additional weight  
in kg (lbs) 
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1/4 50 (110)
1/2 30 (66)
3/4 15 (33)
Full 0 (0)

Example:

If tank is filled half way, an additional weight of 30 kg (66 
lbs) must be placed into luggage compartment.

Note: 

 As additional weight it is recommended to use fuel 
canisters filled with water (a 5-liter fuel canister 
weighs approximately 5 kg (11 lbs)).  

 

Vehicle must be rolled for several meters or front and rear 
suspension must be bounced several times so that springs 
settle.

 Vehicle and headlight adjuster must be on a level 
surface  operating instructions for headlight 
adjuster .  

 
 Vehicle and headlight adjuster must be aligned.  

 
 Inclination measure must be set.  

 

Inclination measurement for all Transporter-models 
registered as passenger vehicles: 

 Main and high-beam headlights 12 cm  
 

 Fog lights 20 cm  
 

Inclination measurement for all Transporter-models 
registered as trucks ) : 

 Main and high-beam headlights 30 cm  
 

 Fog lights 40 cm  
 

)See vehicle registration

On vehicles with headlight range control, a sticker with 
inclination measure specifications in "%" is attached on lock 
carrier. Headlights must be adjusted according to this 
information. percentage information on sticker is based on a 
projection distance of 10 meters. For example: inclination of 
1.2 % converts to approx. 12 cm. 
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 Both adjustment motors for headlight range control 
must move up and down uniformly.  

 

For this test, place vehicle in front of a light wall and operate 
headlight range control with ignition and lights switched on.

 For vehicles with headlight range control, thumbwheel 
at instrument cluster must be in base position - 0 - .  

 

Checking headlight setting (with new test screen 
without 15  -setting line) 

Main headlights:

- With low beam switched on, check whether horizontal 
light-dark border contacts hyphenated line - 1 - of test 
surface. 

- Check whether break-away point - 2 - between left 
horizontal part and rising part on right of light-dark border 
runs vertically through central point - 3 - . bright core of light 
beam must be on right of vertical line. 

Note: 

 To make it easier to find break-away point - 2 - cover 
and uncover left half of headlight (as viewed when 
looking forward) a few times. Next, check low beam 
again.  

 
 After correct adjustment of low beams center point of 

light beam of high beams must lie on central mark - 3 
- .  
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 For previous test screen with 15  -setting line, adjust 
as for new test screen. To avoid incorrect settings 
ignore 15  -setting line.  

 

Fog lights:

- Check whether upper light-dark border touches setting line 
and runs across complete test screen width horizontally.

Other auxiliary headlights:

Later inserted auxiliary headlights of other systems must be 
checked and adjusted according to guidelines valid for 
them.

Headlights, adjusting 

Note: 

 After checking headlight adjustment, also check 
whether both headlights function evenly when 
operating headlight range control.  

 

12.95  vehicles 

Right headlight:
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- Unlock engine compartment hood 

- Adjust headlights at adjustment screws - arrows - using a 
Phillip's head screwdriver. 

Upper adjustment screw - side-adjustment

Lower adjustment screw - height-adjustment

two adjustment screws on left headlight are allocated in 
mirror image.

Vehicles 01.96  

Left headlight:

1 - Vertical adjustment 

2 - Lateral adjustment 

- Using a suitable Phillip's head screwdriver, turn respective 
lateral adjustment screw - 2 - and vertical adjustment screw 
- 1 - until correct settings are achieved. 

Both adjustment screws on right-hand headlight are a mirror
image.

Fog lights:

- To adjust beam range, turn adjustment wheel via opening 
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in shock absorber - arrow - using a long screwdriver. 
Horizontal adjustment is not possible. 

For vehicles without spoiler, adjustment wheel can also be 
adjusted by hand.

Road test vehicle 

To what extent following can be checked is dependent upon 
vehicle equipment and local conditions (urban/country).

following should be checked by means of a road test:

- Engine: Output, misfiring, idling speed, acceleration

- Clutch: Pulling away, pedal pressure, odors

- Gear selection: Ease of operation, shift lever position

- Automatic transmission: Selector lever position, shift lock / 
ignition key removal lock, shift behavior, instrument panel 
insert display 

- Foot-operated and hand-operated parking brake: 
Function, free travel and effectiveness, pulling to one side, 
juddering, squeal 

- ABS function: A pulsing at brake pedal must be felt when 
performing ABS controlled braking 

- Steering: Function, steering free play, steering wheel 
centralized when wheels are in straight ahead position

- Sunroof: Function 

- Cruise Control System (CCS): Function

- Radio: Reception, GALA, interference

- Multifunction indicator (MFI): Functions

- A/C system: Function
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- Vehicle: Moving off line when travelling straight ahead 
(level road) 

- Imbalance: Wheels, drive shafts, prop shafts

- Wheel bearings: Noises 

- Engine: Hot starting behavior 
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